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Abstract

This thesis gives a summary of different faults that occur in district heating substations 
and suggests ways of detecting them. The aim of the research has been to achieve fault 
detection using only the heat meter and the sensors connected to it, namely two 
temperature sensors and one flow meter. The incentive for fault detecting district 
heating substations comes from an effort to keep them in proper working order so as to 
be able to keep a low return temperature in the network and thus be able to lower the 
supply temperature. Hypothetically, if the supply temperature in Sweden were lowered 
by only one degree, the annual savings would be about SEK 50 million. The thesis also 
entails brief accounts of district heating and heat metering along with two models of 
heat exchangers.  

The first paper in this thesis presents a way of fault detecting the temperature 
sensors by detecting the noise amplitude. The second paper describes how to separate 
the energy usage for heating and domestic hot water production using only one heat 
meter. Energy separation is very interesting, since separate measurement of domestic 
hot water energy usage and heating usage is recommended by the Swedish National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning. The third paper describes how to estimate 
hot water consumption using the hot water energy consumption and measurement of 
cold water and hot water temperature. It also contains an error analysis of the estimate. 
The error analysis suggests that the estimate using a class 1 heat meter is as accurate as 
the measurement using a class-3 flow meter. Thus, the two estimation methods 
presented can be used instead of installing extra heat meters or flow meters. This 
makes it possible to implement the separate measurement(s) according to the 
recommended guidelines at a lower cost.        
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Introduction

This chapter presents background information, the goal of this thesis, motivation of the 
research (to save money for both producers and consumers of district heating), 
problems with fault detecting, related work and an outline of the thesis.

1.1 Background 
District heating (DH) is a technology for distributing heat using hot water or steam.  
District heating is widely used in Denmark and Finland, where 75% of the heat 
demand is provided by district heating. For Sweden, this number is 50%. The 
technology in itself is not new. As far back as the Viking era, in Iceland, hot water 
from geysers was used for heating dwellings. In France, in Chaude-Aigues, they have 
the world’s oldest working district heating system, which uses hot water from nature as 
a heat source. The first commercially run district heating network (DHN) was built in 
the late 1800s in the USA. Commercial exploitation of DH in Europe began in the 
1920s in Germany. In Europe, some district heating networks were in operation in the 
late-1800s, but they where not operated on a commercial basis. Instead, they were a 
way of rationalising heat production. Between World War I  and World War II, district 
heating spread to larger cities around Europe. In Sweden, commercial distribution of 
district heating started in the 1940s. Still, it was not until the end of the Second World 
War, with the rebuilding of Europe, that district-heating use began to expand. 
Programmes for building better housing started across Europe after the war, giving the 
opportunity to adapt the new buildings for district heating. This meant that each 
building did not need to have its own furnace; instead, the heat was produced at one 
location, and then it was distributed to the buildings in the form of hot water or steam 
[1].

Nowadays, district heating is available in about 200 larger and 300 smaller 
communities in Sweden. District heating supplies 50% of the heat in Sweden. In total, 
about 3.5 million Swedes get their heating as well as hot water from district heating 
plants [2]. Sweden has around 1.6 million detached houses; about 11 percent of these 
are heated using district heating [3]. 

1.1.1 District heating today: 

About 23% of the Swedish apartment buildings are heated by district heating 
(2002).
About 11% of the detached houses are heated by DH.
District heating has about 50% of the heat energy market in Sweden.  
Today, DH delivers about 50 TWh worth of energy. 
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The average annual investment in district heating and heat power is predicted 
to be 5.3 billion Swedish kronor for the period 2002-2010.
80% of the district heating is produced by using resources that would otherwise 
be wasted.
Today, fossil fuels account for 10% of the district heat production, as compared 
to 90% in 1981.
The reduction of fossil fuel use came at the same time as the district heating 
production expanded by 75% (1980-2002). 

1.1.2 Prognosis for the future: 

District heating production is expected to increase by 10 TWh over the next 
five years.
In the long term, district heating is expected to increase its market share from 
50% to 75%, which today would mean about 80 TWh. 
Electricity production using combined heat and power plants (CHP) is 
predicted to increase from 5 TWh to 11 TWh by the year 2010.  
By 2010, DH will produce 60 TWh of heat, making it possible to increase the 
heat and power production, thereby increasing the electricity production to 27 
TWh. By using more gas, it is possible to increase it to 41 TWh, which 
corresponds to about one third of the Swedish hydropower and nuclear power 
production.
It is estimated that by 2010 the usage of electricity, oil, peat and coal will 
decrease, and energy production using natural gas, wood, bio fuel, waste, 
excess heat and heat pumps will increase. 

In a report by the Swedish District Heating Association (DHA), more prognoses and 
information can be found [2]. The home page of DHA, where some reports can be 
downloaded free of charge, also contains useful information [10].  

1.1.3 DH in other countries: 

As comparison some key numbers are given for Finland, Denmark and Germany.  
Finland and Denmark use DH to a higher degree than Sweden, where as Germany has 
a lower degree of DH utilization. However, due to the large population, Germany is 
the largest DH market within EU, followed by Sweden, Finland and Denmark [38, 39].
The statistics available depends on the country; some countries collect more statistics 
than others do.

Finland:

49% of the buildings in Finland are heated using DH. CHP accounts for as much as 
32% of the electricity production (2004). At the same time up to 76% of the DH is 
produced using CHP. The amount of energy Finland annually saves through the use of 
CHP corresponds to 6% of all primary energy used in the country. 29.5 TWh District 
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heating was sold 2004. This was 3.3 % lower than previous year (warmer year). Of this 
55% was consumed by households. In the end of the year 1.2 million households had 
district heating. In the Helsinki area more than 90% of the population live in buildings 
heated by DH [37, 40].  

Denmark:

Individual metering of district heating, electricity, gas and water has been mandatory 
in new buildings since 1996, and in existing buildings since 1997. Individual metering 
is under investigation in Sweden. CHP accounted for almost 80% of the district 
heating production in 1999. Almost 50% of the electricity is produced using CHP. 
Today district heating accounts for approximately 50% of Denmark’s heat demand 
[40]. The District heating production was 36 TWh in 2003. 42% of the district heating 
was produced using renewable energy (waste accounted for 24.3%), 28.7% Natural 
gas, 22.8% coal and 6.6% oil [41].

Germany:

DH has 12% of the total heat market in Germany. In the old West Germany, the 
market share is 8 % and in the old East Germany, it is 28%. The DH sales where 84 
TWh in 1998. About 75% of the heat supplied to DH is produced using CHP, the rest 
is produced in heat only boilers. 50% of the heat is produced using coal, 42% using 
natural gas, 5% waste and 2% is using oil as fuel [40].

1.2 Motivation – why fault detect DHS?  
One reason is to save money. In this case money is saved by lowering the supply 
temperature. This saves fuel and lowers the pollution (less fuel use, means lower 
emissions).  

A degree lower supply temperature in a network that delivers 500 GWh/year 
can give SEK 500,000 in annual savings.  
For Sweden, where about 50 TWh per year is produced, a reduction of one 
degree in supply temperature would mean an annual saving potential of SEK 
50 million.  
Assuming same production costs it can be estimated how much Finland (Sales 
29.5 TWh), Denmark (production 36 TWh) and Germany (Sales 84 TWh) can 
save by lowering supply temperature with one degree. Potential save is about 
one million SEK per TWh produced.   
It is essential to lower the return temperature in order to lower the supply 
temperature. To ensure that each substation is flawless and keeps as low return 
temperature as possible, fault detection is required. 
In average, the return temperature is 47°C but with existing technology it 
should be possible to have as low average as 29°C according to [4].  

Saying there is hundreds of millions to be saved annually world wide by lowering 
supply temperatures might not be an overestimation.     
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The numbers on how much Sweden may save come from [2, 4].  The study [4], states 
that the average return temperature is about 47°C (2002). Its possible to have return 
temperatures as low as 29 degrees using existing technology, thus, it should be 
possible to lower the return temperature substantially. If the substations and the 
distribution network are in working order (optimal), low supply and return 
temperatures are possible. To make certain that they work the substations should be 
fault detected. An additional motive to fault detection is that if the substation is not 
working well, it will not be able to maintain the indoor and domestic hot water 
temperature at their setpoints, resulting in consumer discomfort and larger bills (in 
case the substations heat transfer capability is affected by the fault). Another aspect is 
that excessively high temperatures lead to calcium precipitation (which may result in 
degraded heat exchanger performance), temperatures that are too low may lead to 
growth of bacteria such as bacteria of the genus Legionella (in the hot water circuit).

1.3 Objectives
The goal of this project is to provide methods to automatically detect some of the 
faults that occur in district heating substations (DHS) using the sensors connected to 
the heat energy meter. The sensors connected to the heat meter and made available for 
fault detection are a flow meter and two temperature sensors. The flow meter measures 
the flow through the substation and the temperature sensors measure the supply and 
return temperature.   

1.4 Approach
At present, the majority of the district heating substations in households do not include 
automatic fault detection. There are a number of reasons for this, one of which is that 
the DHS should not be expensive. This puts economic constraints on the type of fault 
detection, how many sensors and the type of computing power that is available. On the 
other hand, if we had unrestricted computing power and the necessary sensors in 
substations, then we would have more options for carrying out fault detection. 
However, our situation is nearly the opposite: constrained computing power and a 
limited number of sensors.  

Using only the measurements available from the heat meter, it is hard to 
reconstruct the necessary signals that would enable model-based fault detection of an 
entire substation.  Thus, the small number of measurements and the large number of 
unknown process variables limits the choice of fault detection method.  

The fault detecting methods can be divided into three categories: data-driven, 
analytical and knowledge-based. Of these three categories, analytical methods usually 
outperform the others, providing the necessary computing power, measurements and 
making an accurate model of the process available or obtainable.  

However, we have few measurements and are not allowed to add extra sensors; 
therefore, the data-driven approach was chosen in favour of the analytical.

1.5 Related work 
The Swedish District Heating Association finances this project, Fault Detection in 
District Heating Substations, together with other related projects, such as the projects 
by Jomni [6] and Berrebi’s research [7] at Luleå University of Technology. This 
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project is an extension of Svensson’s project [8] also done at Luleå University of 
Technology. Svensson showed it is possible to detect high flow meter readings, 
oversized pilot valves working in on/off mode, leaking valves, fouling or leaks in the 
heat exchangers using statistics based on heat meter measurements. Delsing and 
Svensson has made a more extensive study in [42] using a statistical model of the type 
devised [8]. Different methods for fault detection of heat exchangers and equipment 
connected to them can be found in [26, 30, 31]. A comparison of different fault 
detection methods used in the industry is given in [5].

1.6 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of district heating, production, distribution, district 
heating substations and their components. Chapter 3 continues with an introduction to 
heat measurement and heat meters and their components. Heat meters are used for 
billing purposes and they can be used for fault detection. Chapter 4 describes the 
simulation tool used and gives an uncertainty analysis of the method for estimation of 
energy usage for heating, hot water production and flow estimation. Chapter 5 gives an 
overview of the most common faults in district heating substations and provides 
suggestions on how to detect them. Chapter 6 is the summary of papers. Chapter 7 
presents conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2 District heating 

District heating, production, distribution, substations and their components are 
presented in this chapter, with emphasis on the district heating substation.
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Supply

Return

District heating network

Heat plant

Figure 1 Heat plant, distribution network, and detached houses with subscriber stations connected
to the network

2.1 Heat production, production facilities and energy sources 
A large part of the heat is produced by combusting some kind of fuel in a heat plant or 
a Combined heat and power plant (CHP). A power plant typically has an efficiency of 
25-45% and a CHP 70-95%. The heat plant has a lower efficiency than the CHP; 
though not as low as in the case of the power plant [1].
The fuel used for heat production varies greatly depending on price, local availability, 
etc. Fuels include oil, garbage, wood, paper, gas, etc.

Heat production in industrial scale, in large facilities, is usually more efficient
than small-scale production (domestic furnace, etc). Large heat plants can have a high 
production just from burning garbage, which has lower energy content than wood 
chips or oil, which are common fuels for smaller heat plants. Another way of 
producing DH is via heat pumps that take heat from some other source such as an 
industrial process, the sea, lakes, etc.  A cheap fuel for producing heat is garbage, since 
in some cases, heat plant operators are paid for doing so.

  In order to keep district heating production environmentally friendly, the 
production facilities use smoke filters to reduce the environmental impact. The type
and amount of smoke cleaning/filtering equipment  needed depends on the type of 
pollution caused by combustion. The type of pollution in turn depends on the fuel
used and how effective the combustion is. Since the heat plants and heat power plants 
use filters, the expansion of district heating in Sweden has led to less pollution.

Effective combustion in combination with smoke filtering in the heat plants and CHP 
has greatly reduced the amount of pollution, especially the amounts of sulphur and 
heavy metals  [1]. As the number of homeowners using their own furnaces for heating
has decreased, so have emissions from the combustion of oil and wood.
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2.1.1 Energy sources: 

Chemically bonded energy in fuels that can be released by combustion and 
other chemical processes. These fuels include gas, oil, wood, waste, etc. 
Nuclear power in different forms; geothermic in the nature or produced in 
reactors. In Sweden, nuclear power has not been used for district heating 
production. Its application has been considered, and even projected in some 
cases, but never built. 

Solar energy in the form of direct heating by the sun or indirect in the form of 
wind (windmills, etc) etc. Solar energy has been tested in different 
combinations, usually in combination with some kind of heat storage. With 
increasing water temperature, the efficiency of the solar heater decreases. 
Usually, solar heaters are connected to the return pipe in the district heating 
network, directly or indirectly using a heat exchanger. If a higher temperature 
is needed, the temperature can be raised using a heat pump. 

Heat produced using electric power.

Heat energy from sewers, industrial processes, etc.

Today, about 5 TWh of the heat used in district heating comes from excess heat from 
industry and another 5 TWh comes from heat taken from sewers. Still, most comes 
from combustion. In Sweden, the most common fuels for DH production are different 
kinds of wood waste from sawmills, factories producing wood products, and branches, 
bark, etc left over from tree harvesting. However, waste, gas, peat, coal and oil are also 
used as fuel for the heat plants and CHP.  The use of oil, peat and coal is expected to 
decrease in the future in favour of the more environmentally friendly fuels. More 
information can be found in [1, 2]. 

2.2 Distribution of district heating 
The media used in district heating in Sweden is hot water, rather than steam as in some 
cases in other countries. Most of the distribution networks are two-pipe networks [1, 
9]. They consist of two parallel pipes; one supplying hot water to the substations 
connected to the network, and the other returning the hopefully cooler water back to 
the heat plant or heat power plant (see Figure 1). However, there are also other types of 
distribution networks, namely 1, 3 and 4-pipe systems. The one-pipe network, perhaps 
most common in the former Soviet Union, has no return pipe, so it only distributes 
heat and the used water is discharged into sewers. In Iceland, one-pipe networks are 
also used; since hot springs or geysers constitute a plentiful, natural source of hot 
water, there is no need for reheating it (or re-circulating). The temperature in the hot 
springs is usually 60-100°C, so it does not need preheating before distribution to the 
subscriber stations [1]. Generally, it can be said that a greater number of pipes in a 
network increases network flexibility but also the cost of the network [9]. A 3-pipe or 
4-pipe network has some advantages over the 2-pipe network. For instance, in a two 
pipe network, the supply temperature needs to be higher than the hot water temperature 
even during summer, which leads to increased relative losses during summer. In a 3-
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pipe or 4-pipe network, the supply pipe for building heating can be completely closed, 
reducing the heat loss. This is a very important topic, and according to a report by 
Claesson, the heat losses in district heating networks for detached houses vary between 
10% and 45% [9]. The report also states that a relative average loss of 15% annually 
and a 45% loss during summer are probable. Two thirds of the losses are related to the 
supply temperature drop. 

2.3 Different pipe types 
When building different types of networks, the pipe can be either a single pipe with its 
own insulation, or enclosed with one or more other pipes in the same insulating casing 
(see Figures 2 and 3). Studies show that (twin) pipes that share insulation with another 
pipe have considerably smaller heat loss than the single pipe [9]. This type of pipe 
solution should therefore be used in networks to reduce heat losses. The reduction of 
heat loss is mostly due to the reduction in return temperature losses. However, the 
supply temperature losses do not change much, so the relative loss will still be high on 
the supply side during summer [1, 9].

According to the same study, plastic media pipes have been improved, 
eliminating problems with corrosion, and the flexibility and the weight of plastic pipes 
reduce network building cost [9]. Even so, the plastic pipe is not used in Sweden 
today.  In Sweden, the most common pipe type is the plastic mantle pipe (which is 
perhaps a misleading name). This is a steel pipe covered with an insulating layer made 
of polyurethane (PUR). To protect the insulation, it is covered with plastic, high-
density polyethylene (PEH). However, several other pipe types are in use, or have been 
used, in DH networks in Sweden. One type is the old asbestos-covered concrete pipe; 
another is the insulated steel pipe where the insulation is also covered with a layer of 
steel for added protection. The steel-steel pipe is not very common in Sweden, though 
it is more common in Germany, where it is used in places where there is a high 
probability that water can leak into the DH system, for instance in places where the 
pipes are surrounded with water owing to high groundwater levels [1].
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Figure 2 Twin pipe, plastic mantel pipe, PUR insulation, PEH shell and steel pipe

The wires protruding from the twin-pipe ends are for detecting leaks (see figure 2). 
According to Piteå energi, the most common leak is water from the surroundings 
leaking through the plastic mantle and into the insulation. One could expect that it 
should be the other way around, but apparently it is not, at least not for newer 
networks.
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Figure 3 Single pipe – twin pipe connection, plastic mantle pipes

For networks that require large pipe diameter, twin pipes are not available, so single 
pipes have to be used. Figure 3 shows a connection that goes from two single pipes to 
one twin pipe. The picture was taken in Piteå, in a residential area with detached
houses that where being connected to DH.
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Different types of district heating network solutions

A B

Figure 4 A) Network with one production plant  B) Network with several production plants

There are several types of district heating distribution network solutions [1, 9, 
10]. Type A is a network with concentrated production (see Figure 4). In the centre, 
one big heat plant handles all the production for the district heating network. Type B in 
Figure 4 has one big heat plant that is connected to the network and three smaller ones 
that are connected to the same network. If the main heat plant has to be taken off line 
(for service, etc.), the smaller redundant production plants can take over its production.
In case the main one is not capable of supplying the whole network during peak loads, 
the small heat plants have to be used in conjunction with it. Of course, these two types 
are not the only network types. Networks can consist of countless combinations of 
different heat plants both large and small.
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2.4 District heating substation

Figure 5 Basic build-up of the most common type of district heating substation in Sweden. 

The most common type of small district heating substation in Sweden is the parallel-
coupled substation with two heat exchangers (HEX) as depicted in Figure 5 [1, 9]. 
There are also other connection types used in Sweden but they are beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Other configurations are used in other countries [1, 11].

A heat exchanger is a device that transfers heat from one medium to another 
without mixing the media. The media may consist of different combinations of gas or 
fluid (fluid/fluid, gas/fluid, gas/gas, etc). However, for DH purposes water and steam
are the most common media. In Europe, the most common medium is water 
(water/water). The typical district heating substation consists of two circuits: domestic
hot water circuit and radiator circuit [1].

One of the heat exchangers in the DHS heats water for the radiator circuit and 
the other heats tap water. Usually, no accumulator tank is used for tap water in 
Swedish substations. The HEX transfers the heat from the primary side to the 
secondary side of the district heating network (DHN). The DH supply (and return) pipe 
connected to the DHS in the building is called the primary side. The network within 
the building is the secondary side. No water from the primary side can pass into the 
secondary side unless there is a leak in one of the heat exchangers (a condition worth 
detecting).

2.4.1 The domestic hot water circuit 

The domestic hot water circuit supplies the household or building with hot water. The 
domestic hot water distribution system is usually made of copper (in Sweden). Copper 
pipes are sufficiently corrosion-resistant to handle the (corrosive) tap water. Materials 
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such as plastic and galvanised steel are also currently used. For smaller buildings, hot 
tap water production usually is instantaneous. This means that when you start tapping, 
the district heating substation starts to heat water. In detached houses that receive hot 
water from district networks, accumulator tanks are not normally used [1, 3, 9, 10].

Larger buildings may have accumulator tanks and hot water circulation [1]. If 
no accumulator is used, the heat exchanger needs to be powerful enough to handle the 
instantaneous hot water demand from many simultaneous users. This means that the 
flow fluctuations in the district heating network increase.

Hot water circulation ensures that the tap water temperature at each tap point 
reaches the setpoint in as short a time as possible. This is achieved by reheating the hot 
water in the pipes when it falls below a certain temperature. Without hot water 
circulation, the water in the pipe would cool down eventually. When this happens, the 
water has to flow for a while at the tap point before the hot water starts flowing out at 
the tap [1, 4, 9].

1.2.4.1 Tap water temperature   

Swedish regulations stipulate that tap water temperature should not exceed 65oC to 
reduce the risk accidental scorching by the hot tap water [12]. In order to minimize 
bacterial growth, a minimum temperature of 55oC is recommended for larger heaters 
and 50oC for heaters in households. For certain buildings (nursing homes, etc), where 
the risk of scorching is greater, the temperature at a tap point should not exceed 38oC
according to Swedish norms. What the tap water temperature should be is open for 
debate. In a district heating network with a low supply temperature (e.g., in summer), a 
higher tap water temperature is of course not possible. Still, there are other 
considerations; for instance, in the range of 50-70oC, calcium precipitation increases 
greatly with temperature.  

2.2.4.1 Fouling in the hot water circuit 

Heated hard water may form limescale deposits, mostly made of calcium, and other 
types of fouling can occur [13, 14]. According to [13], scaling can be hampered by 
increasing flow velocity. However, this depends on the mechanical strength of the 
scaling layer. In fact, scaling can be promoted if the flow velocity is increased, if the 
mechanical strength of the scaling layer is strong enough. Other types of fouling also 
occur; namely, particle fouling and microbial fouling.  All these types of fouling 
depend on several factors: the heat exchanger design, the configuration of the 
substation (parallel, 2-stage or 3-stage), the control system, the water quality, the 
materials that have been used, the flow velocity and the temperature. A slow control 
system may cause excessively high temperatures on the secondary side when hot water 
tapping stops. High tap water temperatures promotes scaling, low temperatures 
promote microbial fouling (Legionella, amoebas, etc). To read more about fouling and 
scaling, see [13, 14]. Different types of substations and connections are covered in [1, 
9, 13].

One can presume that the easiest way to prevent fouling in existing substations 
is to make sure that the controllers work properly, thus preventing excessively high 
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temperatures and maintaining sufficiently high flow velocities. In Sweden, tap water is 
usually used to fill the radiator circuit. To prevent fouling, treated water should be used 
instead. Wollerstrand outlines fouling and how to prevent it [13].

2.4.2 The radiator circuit 

Many different types of radiator circuit solutions are in use in Sweden, depending on 
the year they where installed, the manufacturer, etc. Swedish norm from 1982 
stipulates a maximum supply temperature of 55oC or 60oC for some systems [1]. 
Before 1982, the Swedish radiator systems were dimensioned for an 80oC supply and 
60oC return temperature. New norms stipulate that maximum supply temperature 
should not exceed 55oC in heating systems using water as the heat distribution medium 
[12].

2.4.3 Different substation coupling types 

There are many different ways of connecting district heating substations [1, 9, 13, 15]. 
The substation can have an indirectly or directly connected radiator circuit and the tap 
water circuit can be either open or closed. Indirect/closed connection means that the 
water distributed in the district heating network does not circulate in the radiators and 
the hot tap water is separate from the DH water. The heat exchangers deliver the heat 
to the radiator circuit and tap water circuit. Direct/open connection means that the 
water from the district heating network goes directly into the radiator circuit and out 
through the hot water tap. Figure 6 gives different variations of the setups.
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Figure 6 Examples of different connection types, indirect/closed is the type mainly used in Sweden

Most of the district heating substations in Sweden are built based on the indirect/closed 
principle [1, 9, 15]. This thesis will thus concentrate on indirect/closed, parallel-
coupled substations; other types of substations are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Different types of connections and their benefits are explored in [9, 11, 13, 15]. 
Distribution of hot tap water in large scale (direct connection) in small district heating 
networks has been tested in Sweden (in the so-called “GRUDIS” project) [1, 9].
In Denmark and Germany, direct connection is used. However, this differs from
network to network; in one network, direct connection may dominate and in another, 
indirect connection may be the prevailing connection type.

2.4.4 Controllers and valves

In district heating substations, two main things are to be controlled: indoor temperature
and hot tap water temperature. In both cases, the variable to be controlled is a 
temperature. The indoor temperature is controlled by varying the temperature and the 
flow of water to the radiators. The temperature of the radiator water is in turn decided
by the flow of DH water (and its temperature) trough the heat exchanger.

Let us say we want to have a hot water temperature of 50oC (setpoint) and we 
have a cold-water temperature of 10oC (present value). The difference between the 
setpoint and the present value is called the error. How much energy we need to heat 
the water up to the setpoint depends on the volume of water and its temperature. If the 
flow on the secondary side varies, the energy needed to keep it at the setpoint also 
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varies. In order to reach and maintain 50oC, we need to be able to adjust the flow on 
the primary side. By increasing the flow on the primary side, we increase the heat 
transferred to the secondary side, and so we heat the water. To do this automatically
we need a controller. There are different types of controllers on the market. Most 
widely used are P, PI or PID controllers. There are other types of controllers, but they 
will not be covered here.

Cold water

Valve

Return pipe

Supply pipe
Hot water tap

Ts

Tr

DHW
HEX

Figure 7 Domestic hot water circuit 

See figure 7 for a schematic diagram of the basic domestic hot water circuit without
storage tank. When the tap is opened, cold water flows into the secondary side of the 
heat exchanger and heated water (50oC) flows out. This is possible only if the 
controller that adjusts the flow of district heating water on the primary side is fast and 
accurate. In series with each heat exchanger is a control valve that can be self-
regulating, controlled by an electronic controller and motorized; both use feedback 
from some type of sensor. In the case of the electronic valve, the controller measures
the temperature using an electronic temperature sensor and adjusts the valve depending 
on the heat requirement. In many smaller district heating substations, the radiator side 
is controlled electronically, and the domestic hot water circuit by a self-controlling 
valve (such as AVTQ or Redan PM). One reason for this is that self-controlling valves
are fast, cheap and work well for hot tap water control.

In [16] an overview of different types of controllers is presented. According to 
[16], the most common controller type in Sweden is the AVTQ self-controlling valve.
It is a P controller, with a feed forward from the hot tap water flow.
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This means that the controller changes the valve position when the flow on the 
secondary side changes. Without feed forward, the controller would only adjust the 
valve position when the temperature of the domestic hot water changes.  Thus, an error 
in hot water temperature has to occur before an adjustment of valve position occurs, 
where feed forward is not used.

2.4.5 PID controller 

Below, the function of the PID controller and some derivates of it (proportional, 
integral, and derivative control) are described [17]. Electronics in general are 
becoming cheaper, so the electronic PID controller is becoming more common in 
district heating substations. This brief overview will consider the controllers from the 
tap water point of view.

The output of the controller is a control signal. In our case, the signal controls 
the valve on the primary side. The input in our example will be the hot tap water 
temperature.

)(tKeout          (2.1) 

e(t)=setpoint – present value (2.2)

K is the so-called feedback gain. Equation (2.1) describes the basic proportional 
controller with negative feedback.  The drawback with the proportional controller is 
that it cannot fully reject errors. There will always be a small steady-state error 
remaining. To get this error as small as possible one would be tempted to increase the 
gain (K). However, increasing it too much will result in instability and control signals
that are too high. If we increase the tap water load or decrease the supply temperature
the steady-state error will increase, and not decrease unless we increase the gain or 
integrate the remaining error. Thus, in order to remove the steady-state error we need 
another type of controller, the Proportional Integrating (PI) controller.

dtte
T
KtKeout

I

)()(       (2.3) 

Equation (2.3) describes the PI controller. The difference between the P controller and
PI controller is that the PI controller integrates the error. This means that in time, we 
can reach the setpoint without there being any remaining error. The gain TI is called 
the integration time. A large integration time gives a slow integration of the error. So it 
will take a long time before the error goes to zero. On the other hand, if the integration
time is small the integration will be fast and the error will decrease fast. However, the 
controller may become unstable.

The drawback of a PI controller is that it is slower than the P controller. The 
step response gives higher overshoot for the PI controller with same gain K than the P
controller. To improve the performance, use of a PID controller may help [17] 
equation (2.4). Another problem that can arise is that if the error remains even after the
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valve is fully open, the integral will continue to increase. The integral will not decrease
in value unless the error is eliminated. Thus, the value of the integral continues to 
increase and even if the error becomes zero, the integral will still have a value greater
than zero, and it may take some time before it goes to zero. This phenomenon, called 
integrator windup, causes large overshoots. To counter this, anti-windup may be 
employed. Anti-windup can be implemented in various ways; the simplest is to set a 
maximum value for the integral so it cannot increase beyond a certain value.

dt
tdeKTdtte

T
KtKeout D

I

)()()(      (2.4) 

Extending the PI controller with a derivative component gives us the PID, Proportional 
Integral Derivative controller. See equation (2.4). The PID controller is faster than the 
other two, however at the expense of being more sensitive to (measurement) noise.
The gain TD (the derivation time), decides how fast the controller reacts to changes in 
the error. The larger the value of TD, the greater the influence of the D component 
becomes. The addition of a derivative component stabilizes the controller (decreases 
overshoot) and shortens the settling time. The controller react faster to error changes 
and shortens the settling time. In other words, if the error increases, the control signal
is increased and if the error decreases, the control signal decreases. If the measured
signal is noisy, the output of the controller will be “jumpy”, and unless it is possible to 
filter the signal, the gain TD may need to be decreased in order to stabilize it.

2.4.6 Pressure and temperature variations 

Of the above-mentioned controllers, the only types that can fully reject errors are the 
controllers that integrate the error, thus increasing the flow until the error is removed
[17]. Proportional controllers have an output proportional to the error. If the output is 
not large enough to counter the error, some error remains. The volume flow passing 
through the valve depends on the pressure; if the pressure is lowered, the flow is also 
lowered. This means that if we have a P controller and a remaining error, the error will 
be increased if the pressure is lowered. The same goes if the supply temperature is 
lowered. The proportional controllers (self-acting valves) are used in DH domestic hot 
water circuits since they are fast, cheap and have small errors (a few degrees too high 
or too low temperature is usually not noticeable).

A discussion with [Piteå energi] revealed that many substations currently in use 
do not have any differential pressure controllers. This creates problems during the 
summer. In the summer, there is almost no need for heating, so the district heating 
network temperature is about 65°C and the water is barely flowing in the network. 
Then, if a substation starts tapping water and does not have any differential pressure 
controller, the pressure drop can be large and the return temperature higher than 
normal. A high pressure causes a high flow, and an excessively high flow through the 
heat exchanger will result in a high return temperature.

This is the last thing a district heating supplier wants at any time, especially 
during summer, when the relative distribution losses are highest. In Piteå, they are now
considering installing differential pressure controllers. The problem with this is that the
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customers who own the substations might not want it, so retrofitting them with 
differential pressure controllers might not be an option for them.       

2.4.7 Danfoss AVTQ self-controlling valve 

After this brief introduction of PID controllers, we will look at the most common type 
of tap water controllers, the AVTQ self-controlling valve [16].

The AVTQ controller has two sensors, one for measuring the hot tap water 
temperature and another for measuring the flow of cold water into the heat exchanger. 
The measurement of flow gives the controller the ability (when tapping starts ) to open 
the valve before the hot water temperature has been changed, and when a tapping stops 
it can start closing the valve before the tap temperature has risen above the setpoint. 
The AVTQ is a P-type controller with the addition of a feed forward component. Out
= Ke(t) +FF(t). This gives a faster controller. The tap water temperature also depends 
on the supply temperature and pressure on the primary side. The temperature on the 
primary side can vary from 65°C in summer up to 110°C in the winter, and the 
differential pressure can be between 1 and 6 Bar. According to [16], AVTQ valves 
under these circumstances give a smaller variation in tap temperature than a controller 
relying only on temperature (without having feed forward). However, if the pressure is 
increased in the primary supply pipe, the flow through the valve is increased and, in 
turn, the tap temperature increases [1, 16].  

2.4.8 Redan PM self-controlling valve 

The Redan PM self-controlling valve works similar to the AVTQ valve, except that it 
is not one valve but two separate units: one that controls a valve using the flow of cold 
water in secondary circuit and one that controls a valve depending on the temperature 
of tap water. This means that in theory the output is the same as from an AVTQ, since 
the output is one FF component of flow and one temperature-dependent component. 
However, since the Redan consists of two serially connected valves, the effect is not 
the same. If the flow-dependent valve is fully open, the flow through the circuit will 
not have reached the maximum unless the temperature-dependent valve is also fully 
open. Thus, the only thing the flow-dependent valve can accomplish is a reduction in 
flow. In other words, when a tapping stops, it can close the valve, thus reducing the 
flow and the risk for excessively high tap water temperature. Tap water that is too hot 
increases the risk of scaling on the secondary side (see section 2.5), [1, 13, 14, 16].

2.5 Summary
This chapter introduced district heating. Starting with production and distribution and 
then moving on to substations and their components. 

Distribution in Sweden is usually via a two-pipe system built using plastic 
mantle pipes. Parallel-connected substations with closed indirect connection are the 
most common for detached houses in Sweden.  Self-controlling valves are used in 
smaller DHS for controlling the tap water circuit. PID controllers are usually 
implemented using electronics. Electronic controllers are used in detached houses, but 
mainly for controlling the heating and not the hot tap water.
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The next chapter covers heat meters that are used for billing and fault detection.
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Chapter 3 Heat meters

In this chapter, heat meters are introduced, as the heat meters will be used in this thesis
for fault detection, estimation of tap water and energy consumption.  The heat meter
and its components are described in conjunction with the presentation of the 
differential heat measurement.
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3.1 Heat meters 

District heating companies use heat meters for billing purposes. They measure the heat 
delivered from the district heating network to the district heating substation. There are 
several different approaches to heat metering. Which solution should be used depends 
on many parameters, such as acceptable measurement error, price, flow rate in the 
system, battery or electricity operation, quality of the district heating media, 
maintenance requirements, etc. Thus, there is no easy answer to what type of heat 
metering is best. It depends on the situation. Heat metering problems and solutions are 
discussed in [6]. More general information about heat meters can be found in [1, 20], 
while Berrebi and Carlander cover installation effects for flow meters and their self-
diagnosis [7, 19]. The flow meters are the components that cause most of the 
measurement error in heat metering. However, the energy measurement algorithm also 
plays an important role in how large the error in heat measurement becomes. Different 
algorithms give different errors, for instance an algorithm that saves power might have 
a lower sampling frequency. Lower sampling frequency gives lower power 
consumption but also lower accuracy.  

Many new heat meters are able to communicate with the supplier, either by 
wireline or wireless (radio) connection. Today, heat meters can have some built-in 
fault detection. However, this feature is usually only for fault detecting temperature 
sensors, such as in Kamstrup heat meters, to see if the temperature sensor values are 
too high or too low. Kamstrup also has a heat meter that in combination with an extra 
flow meter makes it possible to detect leaks [21]. Fault detection of a DHS is usually 
done by a technician at the substation. Thus, having a fault-detection algorithm built 
into the heat meter would make fault detection faster and online notification possible. 
Of course, the notification should also be available as an appropriate message on the 
heat meter. Another benefit of having fault detection built into the heat meter is that 
such heat meters can be installed on every substation that the supplier wants to fault 
detect. In Sweden, the power company owns the heat meter, and the consumer owns 
the substation. Using this solution, the consumer does not need to buy new hardware; 
instead, as part of normal heat meter upgrade, an old heat meter can be replaced with 
one that fault detects.

The energy delivered to the substation is calculated using the measured flow, 
supply and return temperature. The calculation is actually a discrete approximation of 
the integral (3.1). The flow meter may measure the flow and temperatures at set time 
intervals, or the flow meter sends an electrical pulse to the integration device when a 
certain volume has passed; after this, the integration device triggers measurement of 
temperature. The so-called pulse value is the volume that has to pass through the flow 
meter before a pulse is sent. The latter type of heat energy measurement is flow-
dependent. Because of this, the accuracy of the measurements depends on the flow 
speed. At low flow velocities, the temperatures are measured infrequently, causing an 
inaccurate energy measurement [6]. 
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3.2 Heat measurement theory 
The heat energy consumed between t=0 and t is given by the integral (3.1). The 
continuous integral is approximated in the heat meter using a discrete integral. The 
discretisation, can be done differently depending on the heat meter type. If the heat 
meter is a constant sampling frequency meter, then it measures the flow and
temperature at certain set intervals. Between the measurements, the temperature and 
flow can be assumed constant, or the integral can be improved using some function 
approximating the behaviour of the measured variable between measurements. If the 
measured variable is assumed constant between measurements, the calculation is 
straightforward [1, 23]. 
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)()( , q approximated as a discrete time integral (3.5)

Sample n, is taken at time t= n ,

The integral (3.5) is the sum of measured (sampled) power multiplied by the sampling
time (interval) in seconds. The measured power is the power use at the instant the 
sample is taken. The power use can change between samples. One way to increase the
accuracy of the approximation (3.5) is to increase the sampling frequency.

Where: : Volume flow [m3/s]V
: Supply temperature [°C]ST

 : Return temperature [°C]RT
: Heat coefficient,1k cp  [kJ/m3°C]
: Sampling time [s]

3.3 Basic build-up of heat energy meters 
The heat meter consists of an arithmetic device (integration unit), two temperature
sensors and a flow meter (see Figure 8). Both the temperature sensors and the flow 
meter are located on the primary side, (one temperature sensor on the supply pipe, the 
other on the return pipe), together with the flow meter.  The heat energy meters can be 
divided into two categories: flow-rate-dependent energy meters (traditional), and 
constant sampling frequency energy meters.
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Figure 8 Heat meter connected to substation

3.3.1 Temperature sensors 

The most common type of temperature sensor used in heat meters is the platinum PT 
sensor. There are many different variations of the PT sensor, PT100, PT 500 and 
PT1000 with 2, 3 or 4 connection wires. The PT100 is a sensor with 100-Ohm
resistance at 0°C, PT1000, 1000  at 0°C.  Higher resistance means higher sensitivity. 
Nevertheless, it also means that the sensor uses more power; therefore, self-heating can 
become an issue.  It is possible to attach the sensor either on the pipe itself or inside 
the pipe. When attaching the sensor on a pipe, it needs to be properly insulated, 
otherwise, heating or cooling caused by ambient temperature may cause disturbance
[23].

The external mounting solution is common in smaller substations. For larger 
systems, the temperature sensor is mounted inside the pipes [1, 24]. Depending on the
solution selected, the sensor will have different response times. If the casing on the 
sensor is thick and the contact between the sensor and the casing is poor, the response 
time can be several minutes. In other cases, the response time can be just a few 
seconds, for instance if the sensor has a thin casing. Short response time is important in 
systems that are very dynamic and have rapid changes in temperature. If the sensor is 
too slow, it might not register the rapid temperature changes and the energy 
measurement may not be as exact as it should be. Nevertheless, according to studies, it 
is the flow meter and not the temperature sensors that usually cause the greatest degree 
of inaccuracy in heat energy measurements [6, 7, 19, 20, 22].
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3.3.2 Flow meters 

There are several different types of flow meters on the district heating market. The 
most common types used in Sweden are the following,

The impeller flow meter. It consists of a rotor or turbine that rotates at a speed
proportional to the flow velocity. This type of device can work without any 
external power source; it is cheap, although not very accurate. In time, the 
moving parts wear out, resulting in increased friction, causing the minimum
flow threshold to increase.
The magnetic-inductive flow meter. Flow metering based on the Faraday’s law 
of induction. In this case, water acts as the conductor. When water flows 
through the magnetic field generated by the flow meter, a voltage proportional 
to the flow velocity is induced into two electrodes. The voltage is measured,
and transformed into a signal proportional to the volume flow. This type of 
flow meter does not work properly if the conductivity of the water is too low, 
or if magnetite fouls either the water or the inner walls of the meter.
Ultrasonic flow meter. A common type of ultrasonic flow meter works by 
sending an ultrasound pulse upstream and downstream. The time it takes for 
the pulse to travel a distance upstream is always longer than the time to travel 
the same distance downstream. This difference is proportional to the flow 
speed. One known problem with ultrasonic flow measurement is that the 
propagation time is temperature-dependent, since the speed of sound varies 
with temperature. To overcome this problem the ultrasonic flow meters are 
usually equipped with a temperature sensor to make it possible to compensate
for temperature difference.

Of the flow meter types mentioned above, the most common type in new installations 
in district heating substations is the ultrasonic flow meter. However, there are still 
many impeller and magnetic-inductive flow meters in use. More information about 
ultrasonic flow meters (different types) and the problems associated with them can be 
found in [1, 6, 7, 19]. The flow meters are all sensitive to different kinds of installation 
effects. One common source of disturbance is pipe elbows in front of or after the flow
meter; another is pulsations in the flow, both causing faulty sensor readings.  Berrebi 
showed that it is possible to detect some disturbances and compensate for some of 
them in ultrasonic flow meters [7].

3.4 Flow-rate-dependent energy meters
Flow-rate-dependent energy meters, perhaps the oldest type of heat energy meter in 
use, usually use mechanical flow meters (impeller or turbine). However, there are
newer compatible flow meters, such as the ultrasonic flow meter, that can replace 
turbine flow meters. These flow meters are compatible in the sense that they send out
the same signal, a pulse to the integration device when a specified volume has passed 
the meter.

The time between two pulses is the integration time, measured by the 
integrating device. When the integrating device gets a pulse, it measures the supply 
and return temperatures, and then it performs the integration to find the energy usage. 
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This is however, not exact integration. Instead, it is a discrete approximation of a 
continuous integral. 
  The drawback of this approach is that the actual time between two samples can 
be long, which means that the power usage measured is not very exact. It may miss 
fast changes in power usage, depending on the intervening time between 
measurements. Another drawback is that turbine flow meters are not particularly 
accurate for low flow rates. In order for the turbine to rotate, it needs to be subjected to 
a certain minimum flow in order to overcome the friction effects. When the meter 
becomes fouled, the friction in the bearings will gradually increase. Constant volume 
energy measurement using other types of flow meters mimicking the behaviour of the 
turbine flow meter is also common. However, this type of energy metering is gradually 
being replaced with newer technologies using constant sampling frequency, and other 
types of flow meters are replacing the constant volume heat meters and impeller flow 
meters [1, 6]. 

3.5 Constant sampling frequency energy meters 
This is an energy meter type that samples with a constant frequency regardless of the 
flow or other factors. This type of flow meter is electronic, having for instance an 
ultrasonic flow meter, and attached directly onto it, the energy meter (calculation unit) 
with a LCD display.

Depending on the brand, model and user requirements, constant sampling 
frequency energy meters can be either battery operated or rely on an external power 
source and have different types of flow meters. The sampling frequency also varies 
depending on the maker. Usually, the time between samples is a few seconds (2-30 
seconds). If it is battery operated, then the battery life may be prolonged by decreasing 
sampling frequency. This can however decrease the accuracy of the heat meter. For 
instance, if the sample time is 30 seconds and a tapping lasts less than 30 seconds, the 
heat meter can miss the tapping completely, resulting in an energy reading that is too 
low [1, 6, 20, 21, 22].

3.6 Differential heat energy measurement 
This thesis presents the concept of accurate differential energy measurement using 
only one heat meter in a district heating substation. The method allows differentiation 
of hot water energy use and heating use, using only one heat meter. This method is one 
of the results from developing fault detection methods using only the sensors on the 
heat meter.   

The differential heat meter presented in article at the end of this thesis is capable of 
measuring the following: 

Total heat energy consumption 
Power usage 
DH flow
Heat used for household heating 
Heat used for DHW production 
Hot water usage 
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The three first capabilities are the same as in the traditional heat meter. However, the 
traditional heat meter is incapable of measuring how much of the energy has been used
for heating and how much has been used for hot water production. Figure 9 shows a 
flow chart of the functions in the differential heat energy meter. These measurements
are interesting for both consumers and suppliers, since they allow them to see how the
energy is used. The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning [24] 
recommends the measurement of house heating and hot water energy consumption,
together with the hot water usage. Using traditional energy meters is expensive,
requiring at least one extra flow meter and most likely one extra heat meter (for 
measuring hot water energy usage). This is why this practice is not very common;
however, it is done in some apartment buildings. A study done in Denmark showed 
that hot water energy measurement led to a change in consumer behaviour, resulting in 
a 15 to 20% lower hot water energy consumption for an apartment building, when each 
consumer’s hot water usage was measured [25].

The trend may not be the same for detached houses, since the family always 
pays for what they consume and has an energy meter measuring the total energy 
consumption. Nevertheless, it may still lead to a change in behaviour among
consumers who wish to save on energy spending. 
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Figure 9 Overview of the functions in the differential heat energy meter

The power usage is used to estimate the domestic hot water and heating energy usage. 
The hot water flow estimate is based on the domestic hot water energy estimate.
However, the hot water estimate is not as accurate as the DHW energy estimate. This 
does not matter much, since the energy estimate will enable users to see how they 
should behave in order to save energy, and neither the hot water flow nor energy 
estimate is used for billing.  Figure 9 shows an overview of the functions in the 
differential heat energy meter. According to simulations, the relative error in the
estimate of DHW heat energy usage is less than 2% when using class-1 heat meters.
See also the uncertainty analysis in Chapter 4.

3.7 Summary
This chapter presented the heat meter and its components (flow meter, temperature 
sensor and integration device). In addition, the different types of heat meters (constant 
sampling frequency, constant volume heat meters and the differential heat meters)
were presented. As mentioned, the differential heat meter is able to separately measure
the energy used for heating and hot water production.
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The next chapter covers the simulation tools used in this thesis.
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Chapter 4 Simulation of a district heating substation

This chapter describes the simulation tools used in the research. A description of how 
the heat exchanger is modelled is followed by uncertainty analysis of the estimation
methods used. The chapter concludes with an overview of the Simulink model used in 
this project.
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4.1 Heat exchanger model
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Figure 10 Normal running conditions for a counter current plate heat exchanger where heat flows
from a hot fluid to the cooler fluid

Below are two models, one that is used for approximating the water flow in the 
secondary circuit and another for simulating heat exchangers.

The equations 4.1 and 4.4 do not take into account any fouling on either the 
wall or the heat accumulation in the wall that would lower the heat transfer coefficient
or prevent instantaneous heat transfer. In reality, a change of flow rate or temperature 
on the hot side would not instantaneously transfer to the cold side. This is because the 
wall between the two fluids suppresses any sudden changes in temperature, like a low 
pass filter. Therefore, the equations below hold for stationary conditions where the 
wall temperatures have already reached steady state and no load changes occur [14, 15, 
16].

Nomenclature

xQ : heat transfer rate [W]
d : wall thickness [m]

h : heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]
T : temperature [K]
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A : heat transfer surface area [m2]
k : heat transfer coefficient [J/kgK]
m : mass flow [kg/s]
m : mass    [kg] 

Fourier’s law gives the heat conduction through the wall d separating the fluids:

d
TTAkQ cwhww

w
)(

Convective heat transfer from a wall to a fluid in motion is given by: 

)( ccwcc TTAQ

With no losses to the surroundings and neglecting the heat accumulation in the wall, 
we get heat balance for our system:
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hhhh TcpmQ the heat transferred from the hot water (4.2)

cccc TcpmQ the heat absorbed by the cold water (4.3)

ch QQ    [J/s]     (4.4) 

Equation (4.5 – 4.7) describes the model of a counter current plate heat exchanger that 
takes into account the mass of the wall between the sections (see figure 10). Found in 
[16], the equations are for a single section of a heat exchanger. They hold under the 
following conditions: 

Average temperature for a section lies in the middle of the section 
No thermal conduction in the flow direction 
No heat resistance in the wall in radial direction 
No conduction in the axial direction
Homogenous wall temperature in each section 
No heat loss to the surroundings 

The number of sections needed depends on the accuracy demand of the application. 
However, studies show that for engineering applications 2-6 sections are usually 
enough. In some cases, such as fault detection of heat exchangers, one section may be 
sufficient [26]. Two sections give small errors with respect to media outlet 
temperatures, but the model is poor with respect to details of the temperature profile.
According to [3] five sections is always enough for modelling HEX installed in 
Swedish DH systems. Three sections may be used, if a small loss of precision is 
acceptable [3]. Equations (4.5-4.7) give the heat transfer for one section. To make a 
model with several sections, let the output of the first section be the input of the second 
section, and connect as many sections together as wanted.
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However, as the number of sections is increased the number of calculations 
increases and the computing time increases. Thus, the number of sections cannot be 
increased indefinitely in order to gain precision. Another consideration is the limited
precision in computer arithmetic, which ultimately limits the gain in cascading many
sections together [27].

Model for heat exchanger that takes into account the mass of the wall:
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T , wall temperature approximated to be homogenous

The temperatures of the flows in the middle of the heat exchanger section, 
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The convective heat transfer coefficient on the primary and secondary side can be 
calculated using the equation below.

7.0
0mc , being a constant given by: 0c

7.0
0

0
0 m

c

0m being the design flow and 0  being the heat transfer coefficient at design flow.
For counter current plate heat exchangers 140000 [ ] can be used [13].KmW 2/
More about modelling heat exchangers can be found in [3, 13, 14, 16]. In [14] many 
different types of heat exchangers are covered (tube, plate, co-current, counter current 
etc) where as [3, 16] and [13] concentrate more on plate heat exchangers.

4.2 Uncertainty analysis for mass flow estimation
Equation 4.4 holds for stationary conditions (no change in load). Let us assume that for 
the duration of a tapping the cold-water temperature and the flow remain constant. 
Then, equations 4.2-4.4 can be used to estimate the amount of tapped water. The 
accuracy of the estimate will depend on how accurately the temperatures and the flow 
are measured plus how stationary the conditions are. We will assume they are 
stationary for the duration of the tapping, except for a short period at the beginning and 
the end of the tapping.
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The mass flow of cold water is then given by: 

m
Tk

Q
m

c

h
c   [kg/s]     (4.8) 

To evaluate the accuracy of the estimate, we need to do an uncertainty analysis. The
uncertainty in k is assumed to be zero; therefore, the term for the relative error in k is 
omitted from the uncertainty analysis. In the analysis, we assume the error is the
maximum relative error given by the standard for heat meters [22]. The analysis is 
made using the method described in [28].
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is the square of the dimensionless relative error in the estimation of m.
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is the relative measurement uncertainty for   (4.12) hQ
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is the relative measurement uncertainty for Tc   (4.13) 

Equation 4.11 gives unity as the so-called uncertainty magnification factor (UMF) for 
4.12 and 4.13; that is to say, the influence of the uncertainty in our variables, will 
neither increase nor decrease as it propagates through the equation.

Assuming that k is known, and that computing errors caused by limited
precision etc in the calculating device are negligible, the overall uncertainty of the 
estimate of m will only depend on the quality of the measurement heat transfer, ,

and the temperature difference, TC.
hQ

The EU standard for heat meters and flow meters classifies them into 3 classes 
depending on their maximum relative error. The meters with lowest relative error are
class-1 flow meters and heat meters.
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The relative errors below are according to the SS-EN 1434-1standard for heat 
measurement [22].   

Flow meter relative error: 

Class 1:  Ef =± (1+0.01qp/q), but not greater than ±5%   (4.14) 

Class 2:  Ef =± (2+0.02qp/q), but not greater than ±5%   (4.15) 

Class 3:  Ef =± (3+0.05qp/q), but not greater than ±5%   (4.16) 

Relative error for a pair of temperature sensors: 

 Et =±(0.5+3* Tmin/ T)        (4.17) 

Relative error for complete heat meters including calculator (as defined in the 
standard.[22]).

Class 1: E =± (2+4* Tmin/ T +0.01qp/q)     (4.18) 
Class 2: E =± (3+4* Tmin/ T +0.02qp/q)     (4.19)
Class 3: E =± (4+4* Tmin/ T +0.05qp/q)     (4.20) 

The preferred value for Tmin is 3 K, according to the standard. However, it can be 1, 2, 
3, 5 or 10 K. For this example, 3 K is used. The ratio qp/qi, will be 10, 25, 50, 100 or 
250. In this example, assume the quota is 250. qp is set to be 10 m3/h and qi is set to 
0.04 m3/h. The above values for qp, qi and Tmin were arbitrarily selected; i.e., any 
resemblance with real or imagined heat meter properties are coincidental.  

So let us take a class-1 heat meter with a pair of temperature sensors according to the 
standard. for heat metering. The relative error in the standard [22] is given in percent. 
The plots in fig. 11 are also done in percent. 
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Figure 11 Relative error in the estimation of tap water flow using different classes of heat meters

The greatest source of error in the estimate of  is the measurement of , while the 
main source of error in the measurement of , is the flow measurement [1, 6, 23]. 
Thus, it is important to have the appropriate type of flow meter in order to do this kind 
of estimate.

m hQ

hQ

4.3 Uncertainty analysis of an estimate of power usage 
Next, we are going to make an uncertainty analysis of the estimate of power. The total 
power is measured by a heat meter in the district heating substation. The relation 
between total power and the power use in DHW production and radiator heating is 
shown by equation 4.21. Power usage for tap water production is estimated using 
equation 4.22.

raddhwtot QQQ        (4.21) 

)()()( tQtQtQ radtotdhw       (4.22) 

Performing the above calculation assuming that is measured (or estimated)
with the same accuracy as gives the following expressions for estimate
uncertainty:

)(tQrad

)(tQtot
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Since the error in measurement is assumed to be the same for the two variables, 4.24 
simplifies to 4.25, because the UMFs can be summed together to get one time-varying
UMF, being unity or larger all the time.

For the case where we have no heating (summer)   this givesdhwtot QQ
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Thus, the estimate of power usage for domestic hot water production in summer is as 
accurate as the heat meter can measure.

By simulating variations of the heat power usage between 1 kW and 10 kW and using 
3 different power outtakes for tapping, namely 10 kW, 20 kW and 30 kW, we find that 
for 10 kW tap power usage we have an UMF that increases from 1 to about 2.5. For 20 
kW it will increase from 1 to 1.5, and for 30 kW it goes from 1 to 1.3 as we increase 
the heat power usage.

This means that in the worst-case scenario we have a relative error less than 3 
times the heat meter error at low hot water flows and high house heating power 
outtakes. However, at high flow rates, the heat meter has a lower error; thus, it is 
unlikely that the error becomes as high as 15%. Instead, it is likely it become be less 
than 2.5*2, since the UMF has its maximum value at high heating power outtake, 
meaning the flow through the substation is not low and the measurement error for a 
class-1 heat meter is around 2% according to [22] at mid-range and high flows. A 
normal detached house in Sweden has a 10 kW heat exchanger for heating and a 33 
kW heat exchanger for domestic hot water production. Thus, when a tapping occurs 
the flow becomes high and error from the heat meter becomes low. Provided that the 
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heat meter and substation are properly dimensioned, the relative error of the estimate
should be less than 5% under normal running conditions.

The norm flows (in Sweden) are considered to be 0.2 l/s for the tap at the 
kitchen sink and shower, 0.3 l/s for the bathtub tap, and 0.1 l/s for the bathroom taps. 
Tapping of hot water (0.2 l/s) when tap water temperature is 55°C and cold-water 
temperature is 10°C gives a power outtake of 33 kW [1].

4.4 Simulink model of a district heating substation 
The work in this thesis is based on simulations done in Matlab Simulink. Simulink is a 
simulation environment that uses graphical building blocks [18].

Below is the specific Simulink model used in this thesis. The heat exchangers,
control equipment, radiator and house blocks all contain subsystems; the layout 
presented in Fig. 12 is the uppermost layer of the model. Each subsystem contains 
more building blocks that can also contain subsystems. The model we use is of a 
parallel-connected district heating substation with counter current plate heat 
exchangers. The reason for using a model of a parallel-connected substation is that it is
the recommended type of substation for detached houses in Sweden; thus, it is 
probably the most common type present in new installations [9].

Figure 12 Simulink model of a house including radiators and district heating substation

Januz Wollerstrand and his colleges at Lund Institute of Technology have 
prepared most of the model (see figure 12). Bernt Svensson [8], Yassin Jomni [6] and I 
have modified the model to suit our specific simulation needs.  The model provides 
good support, allowing us to easily change outside temperature, water temperature, hot 
water tapping amplitude and frequency to suit different simulation needs. In [35] a 
model of a heat meter is given.
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4.5 Summary
This chapter covered the modelling of heat exchangers, uncertainty analysis of the 
estimates used and the model of the district heating substation and house used in this 
thesis. The uncertainty analysis showed that using a class-1 or better heat meter the 
estimates of flow were close to or better than the measurements done using a class-3 
flow meter, and that the relative error for the flow estimate using a class-3 heat meter 
was about 2% higher than the relative error for class-3 flow meter. So, a class-1 heat 
meter could be used to estimate the hot tap water flow and energy use with good 
accuracy.

The next chapter will cover faults and fault detection of substations using heat 
meters and other methods. 
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Chapter 5 Faults in district heating substations

In this chapter, a summary of the most frequent faults found in a substation along with 
suggestions of how to detect some of them will be given. 
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5.1 Substation components 
A substation consists of many components and of course, everything that is manmade 
will eventually break down. In this section, the main question to be addressed was 
which components break down or cause malfunction in the substation most often?  
This information was of importance for prioritising the research at hand; perhaps the 
best approach being to start with detecting the most common faults, instead of 
selecting faults randomly.  

There are a number of components in a district heat substation, each of them a 
potential source of faults. Below is a list of some of the most common components 
found in a district heating substation [1]: 

Heat exchanger 
Valve
Temperature sensor (sensors on the substation and outside measuring outdoor 
temperature) 
Pressure sensor(s) 
Flow meter  
Electronic controller 
Self-acting valve 
Differential pressure controller, for keeping the differential pressure across the 
substation constant
Pump for circulating the radiator water 

Of these components, controllers have been identified as the most common source of 
faults (improper cooling, return temperature on primary side too high) [4]. Many of the 
faults result in an excessively high return temperature, suggesting that it should be 
possible to determine if a substation is working properly by studying the return 
temperature. Piteå energi (and probably many others) gather data on the energy usage, 
DH flow and average return temperature from their costumers on a monthly basis. 
Using these data, they can see if a customer has a high flow rate as compared to their 
energy use, or if their return temperature is higher than it should be. The average return 
temperatures from houses in the same district using the same district heating 
equipment should show roughly the same values.  These parameters give the DH 
distributor a rough estimate of how well substations in the network are working. If 
they see that a substation is behaving abnormally, they can contact the customer in 
question and remedy the problem.      

Svensson presented a method for fault detecting district heating substations using 
statistics [8]. The method uses statistics collected using the heat energy meter and it is 
capable of detecting the following faults: 

Fouling or leak in heat exchanger 
Too high flow meter readings 
Oversized pilot valve  
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Leaking valves
Return temperature limitation valve set too high

The heat energy meter provides measurement of power, total energy, supply and return 
temperature and flow passing through the district heating substation.

A survey of more than 300 substations with about 500 real faults associated 
with cooling problems was done in 2002 [4]. The faults where classified depending on 
the nature of the fault and where it occurred.

The survey also shows that the problems with heat exchangers, fouling, etc are 
perhaps not so widespread. However, the study does not pinpoint the exact nature of 
the faults, nor does it attempt to identify which specific components malfunctioned.

5.2 Common faults 
According to the study, the most common faults were: 

Malfunction in control system. The most common reason was tuning errors; the 
second most common was component malfunction, and third, incorrectly built 
substation.
Fault in system solution. The most common reason for this type of error was 
the surroundings (secondary heat systems or district heating network), or 
incorrectly built substation.

The most infrequent fault type was:

Disturbed heat exchanging, the reasons being incorrectly built substation or 
component malfunctions.
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Figure 13 Overview of different faults

It is easy to see that of the above-mentioned faults (fig. 13), the cheapest and easiest to 
fix would be the most frequent fault – improperly tuned control system. The most
expensive to fix are the most infrequent ones, that is to say, incorrectly built substation
and heat exchanger malfunction (if it needs to be replaced). 

The conclusion that can be drawn from this information is that more attention
should be paid to the fine-tuning of the control system. If all systems were perfectly 
tuned, disturbed system solution and disturbance in control system would be most
common causes of problems. Component malfunction in the control system is also 
common [4].

5.2.1 Flow meter faults 

In [7] self-fault-detection of ultrasonic flow meters is covered and in [19] different 
installation effects that influence the flow meter are explored and explained. Different 
flow meter types, how to choose flow meter, different types of poor installation 
conditions and other problems that flow meters are subjected to are covered in [36].

5.2.2 Bias

Bias changes can occur in the measurement equipment. Usually, the influence of the 
bias is removed by calibration. In [30] an analytical approach to detecting bias changes 
in measurement equipment, namely flow meters and temperature sensors, is described. 
Another way to detect the bias is through the use of statistical methods [5, 34].
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5.2.3 Faults in temperature sensors 

PT temperature sensors fail now and then, sometimes because of human error. What
might happen is someone removes the sensor from its place or the sensor is mounted in 
the wrong place to begin with? Other reasons for faulty measurements are bias changes
and noise in the measurements. Some heat energy meters currently in use are capable
of detecting if a temperature sensor is connected or disconnected (gives temperature 
readings that are too high or too low).  Paper A presents the author’s study of how to 
detect noise level changes in temperature sensors.

5.2.4 Valve faults

When there are moving parts, there is wear. Over time, valves (self-controlled or
motorized) become worn out, resulting in increasing hysteresis and leakage. Hot water 
temperature control may be severely hampered if the hysteresis is too large. This 
results in temperatures that are too low or too high on the secondary side.

Valves are also subject to wear due to water hammering, corrosion, erosion and 
improper controller tuning (e.g., excessive control signal strength and many sudden 
direction changes) [1, 29].  Valve size is also important for the proper function of the 
district heating substation. If a valve is too large in relation to the flow it is supposed to 
control, the result will be that the valve will only work as an on/off switch [8]. In other 
words, if the small flows are so small that the valve cannot accurately control them, the 
minimum flow through the valve is larger than the required flow. On the other hand, if 
the valve is too small, it is not possible to open up enough to let the large flow through. 
A solution to this dilemma is to have two valves in parallel. For small flows, the 
smaller valve is used and for larger flows. The larger and the smaller valves are used in 
combination [1]. In [8] a statistical method on how to detect faults in valves using only 
a heat meter is presented.

5.2.5 Heat exchanger faults

Typical problems are fouling and leaks. Fouling in the heat exchanger lowers the heat
transfer coefficient. This means that the flow through the heat exchanger needs to be 
increased in order to maintain the heat transfer rate. However, fouling can also cause 
an increase in heat transfer rate. When the fouling begins, the heat transfer coefficient 
is lowered but after a time positive jumps in the heat transfer can be seen as parts of
the scaling layer break loose from the surface. Weyer et al. describe a way of detecting
this using the overall heat transfer coefficient U [27]. Sorsa and Koivo describe a way 
of fault detecting a process with a heat exchanger, using an artificial neural network 
and PCA [31, 32, 33]. The algorithm described is capable of detecting 10 different 
faults including fouled heat exchanger; in this case, fourteen process variables are
measured.
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5.3 Fault detection 
Fault-detection algorithms usually consist of several procedures. They are the fault 
detection, the fault identification, fault diagnosis and the process recovery [5].

New heat meters, usually have built-in fault detection, capable of detecting if a 
temperature sensor is disconnected or short-circuited. This is an example of a simple 
fault-detection algorithm. However, more complex process monitoring algorithms 
usually incorporate all four of the procedures described below:

Fault detection; determines if a fault has occurred.
Fault identification; identifies the observation variables that are relevant to 
diagnosing the fault (the variables affected by the fault).
Fault diagnosis; determines which faults occurred; i.e., the cause of the fault, 
the type, location, magnitude and time of the fault.  
Process recovery; eliminates the problem or problems behind the fault. Might 
even be called intervention.

The fault detection is always run, in the so-called process-monitoring loop, to check if 
there is a fault. If a fault has occurred, then it continues with fault identification, fault 
diagnosis and process recovery. In the case of a small district heating substation being 
monitored, it is not likely that all of the above procedures are used. Many older district 
heating substations do not have any fault detection. 

5.4 Fault detecting district heating substations 
If an industrial heat exchanger needs to be fault detected, all of the necessary sensors 
enabling this can be added to the industrial process. However, this is not the case when 
it comes to district heating substations. The consumer owns the substation, while the 
district heating company owns the heat meter; thus, fault detection using the energy 
meter is limited by the number and type of sensors connected to it. As explained in 
Chapter 3, the heat meter has three sensors and measures the total energy consumption.  

Fault detection can be done using one of three different approaches (or a 
combination of them), namely analytical, data-driven and knowledge-based [5].  The 
analytical approach requires a mathematical model of the process that is going to be 
fault detected. However, the model itself is not enough; measurements have to be 
given as inputs to the model, and then the outputs of the model are compared with the 
measured outputs of the process. A detailed model can be hard to obtain and even with 
a model present, there might not be enough measurements (signals) available to make 
model-based fault detection possible. For instance, one drawback is that model errors 
can produce false alarms; another drawback is that it can be very costly to obtain a 
model for a large-scale system.  

The data-driven fault detection approach, using statistical methods and data 
reduction algorithms on process data in order to reduce the data amount, keeps only 
the essential features of the information, so it can easily be overviewed.

The knowledge-based approach tries to take operator knowledge and use it to 
automatically fault detect systems. Most knowledge-based methods are based on 
expert systems and/or pattern recognition. Both fuzzy logic and neural networks can be 
used to implement knowledge-based systems. They are suitable for systems where 
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detailed models are not available. Of these three types of fault detection methods, the 
analytical approach usually outperforms the data-driven and knowledge-based
methods if detailed analytical models are available (including enough measurements
and computing power).
The following variables for each heat exchanger need to be estimated, or measured in 
order to enable a model-based (analytical) fault detection of heat exchangers and the 
substation:

Radiator heat exchanger 

TPS1 : Primary supply temperature [°C]
TPR1 : Primary return temperature [°C]
TSS1 : Secondary supply temperature [°C]
TSR1 : Secondary return temperature [°C]
VP1 : Primary flow     [m3/s]
VS1 : Secondary flow    [m3/s]

Only VTOT, TS, and TR are measured by the heat energy meter; VTOT, being the total flow
through the district heating substation. Assume that TS= TPS1 and that TPS1=TPS2 gives us 
two of the 12 parameters (for a system with two heat exchangers). Obviously, it is not 
enough to measure two out of 12 variables in order to model the system properly.

Since VTOT, TS, and TR are the measurements available in the heat meter, model-
based fault detection is perhaps not feasible; thus, it seems like the statistically based
approach adopted in [8] is preferable.

It is possible to separate the energy usage for DHW and heating as shown in 
paper B. The separation of energy usage makes it possible to detect when a tapping 
occurs (when hot water is heated). The flow through a parallel-connected DHS when 
no tapping occurs is the flow through the radiator heat exchanger. When no heating is 
used, the flow through the heat exchanger is the flow through the domestic hot water 
heat exchanger. In addition, the supply and return temperatures measured by the heat 
meter are the ones for the radiator circuit heat exchanger when no tapping occurs. In 
this case, the flow and the temperature for primary side are known for the radiator heat 
exchanger. The unknown variables are the flow and temperatures on the secondary 
side. However, using the methods from [8] it is still possible to fault detect, and in 
combination with detecting tapings it is also possible to determine if it is the radiator 
side heat exchanger that is faulty or not.

Another way to detect fouling would be to use the method from [26], where the 
heat transfer coefficient U of the heat exchanger is used to detect fouling. What they 
detected was the “jump” in the heat transfer coefficient due to fouling.  To do this they 
made a model of the heat exchanger using the measurements of temperature and flow 
on both the primary and secondary sides of the heat exchanger.

In this project, only the heat meter should be used, not any temperatures on 
secondary side. Thus, it is not possible to use the above method without adding 
sensors. However, by adding temperature sensors to the secondary side, it would be 
possible to use a similar method to detect fouling. 
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The logarithmic mean temperature difference could be used to estimate U (see [14]). 
From the measured heat flow q, assuming the overall efficiency of the heat exchanger
is 1, we get:

hm TcpmUAq  [W]      (5.1) 

Keep in mind that 5.1 is valid for stationary conditions with no losses or load changes. 

A: surface area of the HEX [ ]2m

Logarithmic mean temperature difference for counter current heat exchanger [14]:
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For fault detecting district heating substations in Sweden, other methods are used. The 
most common detection seems to be fault detection of temperature sensors. Many of 
the new controllers and heat meters for smaller substations are capable of detecting if a 
temperature sensor is disconnected or short-circuited [21]. Self-acting valves have no 
fault detection (mechanical valves with built-in controller), however, some electronic 
controllers do. This means that most of the faults that occur in a district heating 
substation are at present not detected. One reason for this is that it is hard to perform a
elaborate type of fault detection, since the measurements made only suffice to control 
or measure the used energy in the substation.  Suppose the radiator circuit has an 
electronic controller. The typical radiator controller measures the return temperature 
from the radiators and the supply temperature for the radiator heat exchanger. These 
measurements are too few to allow a model to be built, since the model would have too
many unknown variables.  To build the model, the flow, supply and return temperature
should be known for the hot and cold sides of the heat exchanger. If these are not 
known, it is not possible to make an accurate model of the behaviour of the heat 
exchanger.

5.5 Summary

This chapter covered the substation components and the most common faults in them.
The most common fault turned out to be malfunction in the control system. Most 
common reason for that was tuning errors. Problems with heat exchangers, fouling 
leaks etc are perhaps not so widespread. The chapter also lists typical problems with 
different components and suggests ways how to them. It is concluded, that it is hard to 
make an analytical fault detection using only the three measurements the heat meter
provides. To improve fault detection more measurements are needed.
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Chapter 6 Summary of papers

6.1 Paper A
Fault detecting temperature sensors in a district heating substation.  The paper 
describes a method of fault detecting temperature sensors by looking at the noise 
levels.

6.2 Paper B
The paper describes a method to separate the energy use in a district heating 
substation, using only one heat meter (patent pending). 

6.3 Paper C 
The paper describes a method for estimating hot water flow in a district heating 
substation using an energy meter (patent pending).
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work

7.1 Conclusions

Millions can be saved annually by lowering the supply temperature for DH networks. 
In order to be able to do so the substations in the district heating network need to work 
properly. To keep the substations up and running properly, they need to be fault 
detected and repaired when needed. Fault detection can be improved by making more
measurements available to the fault detection device. Fault detection can also be done 
by the supplier, provided that the heat meters are capable of communicating with the 
supplier. Today many new heat meters are capable of communicating by wire or 
wirelessly. This makes it possible to construct an automated system overseeing the 
substations in a neighbourhood. It is possible to fault detect the substation and the 
sensors attached to the heat meter without additional hardware.
It has also been shown that we can get an accurate estimate of the energy use for 
heating and tap water consumption using only one heat meter. Heat meters can with 
the addition of a temperature sensor or two give an accurate estimate the hot water 
usage. This means that it is not necessary to have two heat meters in order to separate 
house heating and domestic hot water energy usage. These measurements are of 
interest for billing purpose, but also in order to see how to save energy and they are 
useful for creating statistics that are of interest when planning DH networks etc. Today 
it is hard to study the hot tap water usage since it is not measured in most cases (in 
Sweden).

7.2 Future work
Improved fault detection using more measurements and a centralised system for fault 
detection are two interesting topics for the future.

To improve the fault detection more measurements (more sensors) should be 
connected to the heat meter (or fault detection device). This makes it possible to use an 
analytical fault detection method instead of only statistics. In addition to this the fault 
detection could also be centralised. The author believes that comparing the output of 
one substation to the outputs of other substations of same type (in same area) will 
improve fault detection.  Connecting the substations to the central system would 
enable them to send measurements to it. When the central fault detection system
detects an anomaly (in a particular substation), it can initiate a more thorough fault 
detection (identification and diagnosis) of the substation in question. The thorough 
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fault detection can either be done in the heat meter or by the central system. If it is 
done by the central system it may save battery in case the heat meter is battery 
operated.
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Sensor fault detection in a district heating substation 

Kimmo Yliniemi, Jan van Deventer, Jerker Delsing

Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Division of EISLAB, Luleå 
University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden

Abstract  This paper describes a method of detecting temperature sensor faults in a 
district-heating substation (DHS). It uses valve position monitoring and variance 
monitoring to detect sensor faults. Depending on user requirements the method can be 
customized either to detect faults quickly or to have a low false alarm rate and be able 
to detect smaller noise increases but at the expense of longer detection time. The result 
is a method that uses a limited amount of computing power and does not require much
computing precision, since the only computing done is addition of integers. The 
method is therefore suitable for implementation in a microcontroller.

Keywords: sensor fault detection 

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, in Sweden, more than half of the heat supplied to private homes, commercial 
premises, factories, schools, hospitals and other public buildings is delivered by district 
heating plants (DH) [2].

In Sweden, most district heating substations (DHS) have several electronic 
temperature sensors; two for billing and at least two for controlling the DHS, assuming
the consumer has one of the common DHS configurations. If any one of these sensors 
fails, then the consumer will either a) feel an indoor temperature change (discomfort)
but not necessarily immediately, or b) get faulty bills if one of the temperature sensors
used for billing fails.  Both scenarios are most likely bad for business, since DH is 
advertised as reliable, cheap and a good alternative to direct electric heating. Today, 
the controller and the energy meter are two separate devices that do not communicate.
The authors believe that problems associated with sensor failure may be solved by 
enabling these devices to communicate with each other, by integrating fault detection 
into the DHS and enabling the DHS to communicate with the outside world [1-2]. A 
system for fault detecting DHS can be a long-term money saver for both the consumer
and the supplier of DH. 

Problem: Sensor fault may cause consumer discomfort; for instance, wrong room
temperature, wrong tap water temperature or faulty billing.

Suggested solution: A system that can detect faults and report them automatically to 
either the consumer or the appropriate service provider. This will most likely save time
and money for both the supplier and consumer.

The consumer will experience less discomfort when sensor failure occurs because the 
failure will be detected swiftly and the situation remedied before it has caused any 
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problem. Both the consumer and the supplier of DH can be confident that the billing 
system works if the sensors in it are fault detected automatically.

Today, it can take days before a consumer notices that his DHS is not working 
properly [1]. If a sensor in the DHS fails, several things can happen. For instance, 
room temperature or tap water temperature can change so much that it is detectable by
the consumer.

Fig. 1Layout of typical Swedish parallel-coupled DHS

If the consumer does not experience any discomfort from a sensor failure, he or she 
will not call his service provider to request assistance. Instead, the equipment will 
continue malfunctioning until it creates a problem of which the consumer feels the 
effect. For example, when the weather changes, the consumer discovers that radiators 
are still cold and calls the service provider.

When it comes to the sensors used for billing or energy measurement, the 
consumer will not experience any kind of discomfort due to sensor failure. In Sweden, 
it is common practice to check total energy usage once a year, but this is changing and 
in some cases, DH suppliers check the total energy usage more frequently. The
methods of checking the energy usage also differ. Some send a person to read the total 
value from the meter, some have a radio transmitter attached to the energy meter and 
others have a wireline solution. This all depends on the DH supplier and the age of the 
DHS [1]. Built-in fault detection is seldom employed. This can of course result in 
faulty energy measurement during a prolonged period. It is only when the meter value 
is read that a technician can check to see if the sensors are working properly. Imagine
the consequences of a sensor failing after the energy reading has been done.
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2. METHOD

The DHS is simulated in Simulink [5]. The simulation setup is as follows. The DHS is 
a parallel-coupled substation without accumulator tank, see Fig. 1. All the valves are
electronically controlled. The setpoint for tap water is 55°C. Outdoor temperature
(arbitrarily chosen so simulate the need for heating) is set to –15°C. Cold-water 
temperature is arbitrarily set to 14°C. In reality, it varies with the inside and outside 
temperature. Hot water tapping occurs with a frequency of 1 tapping every 1000 
seconds. The amount of hot water used is randomised [1, 5]. 

To simulate a faulty temperature sensor a band-limited white noise is added to 
the signal using the predefined block for that in Simulink. The signal is then sampled
with 100 Hz sampling frequency and stored on disk.  The sensor with the simulated
fault is the sensor that measures the return temperature from the tap water heat 
exchanger. This one is selected because it is a very dynamic temperature compared to 
the return temperature of the radiator side [1]. 

The temperature sensors used in DHS are usually of the type PT100 or PT1000. 
They are resistive and change resistance depending on temperature. If properly 
calibrated, they will give accurate measurements. Because of drift, they need to be 
recalibrated now and then [1-3]. Wiring may pose other problems. For instance, it is 
not uncommon for outdoor and indoor temperature sensor leads to be inadvertently 
severed when someone drives a nail through a wall. This problem is hard to predict but 
easy to detect. When the wire is cut, the resistance becomes infinite. If the temperature
increases, the resistance in the PT element increases. Because of this, a higher than 
normal temperature reading may indicate a cut sensor wire. 

If the wire is not entirely severed, the probable result is a bad connection. It is 
possible that this can be detected as an increase in noise in the measurements. Noise 
can also be introduced by electronics switching on and off causing spikes in the power 
supply [3]. 

Summary of typical temperature sensor problems: 
Drift (bias change)
Noisy measurement
Mechanical problem, cable cut-off, cable short circuit
Faulty installation

Drift depends on the environment and the type of sensor. According to [11], the drift 
for a PT100 sensor is limited to 0.005C0 per year in the temperature range 25-150C0.
Of these faults, one of the easiest to detect is probably cable cut-off, which can be 
detected if the temperature deviated from the normal range. Short-circuiting can give 
very low measurement values (resistance close to zero). Faulty installation can give 
different symptoms depending on which temperature sensor is incorrectly installed. If 
it is a temperature sensor used by the controller, it may be the source of unnecessary 
delays in temperature measurement and cause instability in the control loop [10]. Of 
these faults, we have chosen to study the increase in sensor noise because it is not so 
easy to detect and it can result in controller problems, faulty billing and discomfort for 
the consumer, depending on which sensor has excessively high noise values.
According to [12] and technicians working in the industry, temperature sensors are 
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also a common source of problems with DHS .This is another reason we chose to study 
the noise on temperature sensors.

To detect the changes in noise we suggest that the signal is filtered in some
way to remove the bias and low frequency variations in the process. This enables us to 
study the noise.  The linear FIR filter can be used because it is always stable, Gaussian 
noise in – Gaussian noise out, and it can be realised efficiently in hardware [4].
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Fig. 2 Highpass filtered signal from the temperature sensor.

The noisy signal in Fig. 2 is the return temperature in °C coming from the DHS. The 
dips that show in the upper graph are caused by hot water usage. The lower graph is 
the filtered version. To get an estimate of how noisy the signal is we can study the 
variance. An increase in variance would suggest an increase in noise. Instead of 
filtering the signal so hard, we could chose to study the signal when the temperature is
supposed to be constant and just remove the average from it. This can be done for 
instance, when there is no tapping. Then, the temperature should only vary very 
slowly. To detect when a tapping occurs the valve that controls the flow through the 
primary side of the tap water heat exchanger can be monitored. This is easy to do if it 
is controlled electronically. If this cannot be done, we can instead look at the derivate 
of the temperature. If the derivate is larger than a threshold b, we can say tapping is 
occurring, and not do the fault detection [5].

A DH system is a slow process. The tap water valves go from fully closed to 
fully open in about 30 seconds (typically) and the radiator valves take about 3 minutes
(typically) to open[1].
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When a temperature change occurs that needs to be adjusted, the valves move. When
the valves do not move, the temperature can be said to be constant. Knowing this, we
do not need to filter the signal so much. Doing this type of fault detection without 
filtering requires very little processing power [1-5].

By setting a threshold for the variance, we can detect when a change in variance 
occurs. Depending on how fast we want the detection to react, we can set the threshold
differently. Using a 100 Hz sampling frequency we can detect faults rapidly, even if 
we look at a window of many samples; e.g., 5000 samples against the set threshold. If 
one lot of 5000 samples has a variance higher than the threshold, it may indicate there
is some problem with the sensor but it may also be because of other dynamics in the 
process. To make the fault detection more robust we can add the criteria that m lots in
a row should indicate too high a variance before we say it is a sensor fault.  Of course, 
this can also be set according to user requirements. The house heating circuit has a 
time delay of hours. This means that nothing much except noise and a bias should 
show up on measurements done over a short period, providing no tapping occurs [1]. 

Threshold setting 

The probability that a measurement falls within 1.96*  of the mean μ is

)**( kxkP n = 0.95    (1) 

provided that the measurements are normally distributed with std. deviation  and 
mean μ. We want to detect a change in  in order to see if the sensor works properly. 
This can be done by calculating the variance repeatedly to see if there is any change in 
it. Instead of calculating the variance, we can count the number of times the 
measurement falls outside the boundary. It should be about 250 times in 5000 samples.

3. THEORY

Assume that the noise is band-limited Gaussian white noise with expectation 0 and std. 
deviation . We want to detect when the noise level increases above a set threshold k.
Setting the threshold so that 95% of the samples will be within the boundary gives the 
boundary

*96.11k ,        (2)

nx is N(0, ) distributed.

If the value of  is not known, but we have decided based on previous knowledge or 
error analysis that the maximum standard deviation should be no more than max [7-9].

We can then set

max1 *96.1k        (3)
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Fig. 3 Probability density function for xn

Let S denote the std. deviation of the sample and  be the std. deviation of the 
population. In the figure above, we have plotted the probability density function for 3 
different cases. 

The dotted curve represents how the probability density function would look if S were 
equal to . 95% of the values would be found within the boundaries. The solid curve 
has S greater than . This tells us that less than 95% of the samples should have values 
within the boundary. In the next case represented by the dashed curve, S is less than ,
so more than 95% of the samples should be within the boundaries.

Since we want to detect when the variance goes above the threshold, we will not 
consider it a fault if the variance is the same as or lower than the threshold.

05.0)()()|(| 111 kxPkxPkxP nnn  (4) 
Assuming  N(0, ). This gives us 3 cases when n is large:nx

1) < max

2) = max

3) > max

Equation (4) is valid for case 2.
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In case 1 the probability is less than 0.05 and in case 3 it is higher than 0.05 [8]. 

For now, our fault detector will only react in case:

P(|xn| > ) > 0.05. Let  N(0, ), n1k nx  [0, ].

If we take n samples, and n is large, then about 5% of the samples should have an 
absolute value greater than k1.

Assume we take 5000 samples. How many of those should exceed the boundary before 
we can say with a 5% risk of error that too many are above the boundary for a N(0, )
distribution?

Let H0: max

      H1: > max

Let z be the random variable corresponding to the number of samples going outside the 
boundary k1. The likelihood that a sample has an absolute value greater than the 
boundary k1 is 0.05 for an N(0, ) distribution. The likelihood of m samples out of 5000 
being outside the boundary is Binomial distributed n=5000 and p=0.05.  Using this we 
can calculate P(z < k2)=0.95 to find a boundary k2. This says that with 95% certainty
that out of 5000 samples, k2 samples or less have an absolute value that is outside the 
boundary k1. If there are more than k2 samples outside the boundary k1, we reject H0.
This gives us a 5% chance of being wrong.

Then H0 and H1can be translated to

H0: z  k2

H1: z  >k2
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In the above figure, the dotted curve represents the case when μz is equal to 250. The 
dashed curve is an example of when it is less than 250, and the solid represents a case 
when it is above 250. Thus solid curve is an example of the case when  > max and the 
dashed curve is an example of when  < max.

The random variable z can be considered Binomial distributed, since the likelihood of 
one sample xn being outside boundary k1 is constant. We can approximate a binomial
distribution Bin(n,p) with an distribution if np(1-p)>10 . Since n is 5000 and p is 0.05, 
then np(1-p) is 5000*0.05*0.95=237.50. Therefore, the criterion is satisfied [8]. 

N( )1(, pnpnp ),

z =np=250, z = )1( pnp = 50.237 =15.4110

We want to find k2 so that P(z < k2)=0.95.

(k2- z )/ z =1.65 (One sided boundary) 
k2=1.65* z + z         (5)

1.65*15.4110+250=275.428, k2=275.43
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If z > 275.43, we reject H0 and say that  greater than max.

To get this fault-detection algorithm working we need to count how many samples we 
have taken and how many of those have been outside the boundary k1. To keep the 
sum from getting too large we reset the counter(s) when it reaches 5000. Then, we 
need to check the random variable z against the threshold k2. When z exceeds k2 we say 
the sensor is too noisy.

One way of implementing this would be: 
Determine if a sample has a value higher than k. If it has, add one to z and one to n (the 
number of samples taken), otherwise, add 0 to z and one to n. Determine if n is 5000. If 
it is, check if z is larger than k2. If it is, warn that the noise level is above the threshold 
and reset n and z to zero.

So this means you need to make two “IF” statements every cycle plus one extra “IF” 
every 5000 cycle. Now this algorithm has a 5% chance of saying that the variance is 
too high, even though it is not, just because of random events. To improve it we can 
require that it has to detect if it is too high m times in a row before we accept it. The 
probability of being wrong m times in a row P(false alarm)m = 0.05m. This more or less 
eliminates the possibility of false alarms depending on the choice of m. However, this 
also increases the reaction time; the higher m, the longer the reaction time. Assuming a 
sampling frequency of 100 Hz and that we look at 5000 samples at a time, m = 2 gives 
a reaction time of 100 seconds. This is a short time span for district heating.

The number of samples in each lot that we look at influences how large the 95% 
confidence interval is. This in turn affects how small a difference between  and max
we can detect. Few samples means that the difference between  and max has to be 
large before we can say with 95% certainty that  > max. If we increase the number of 
samples from 5000 to 10,000, we can detect a difference that is only 1% between 
and max. This means that if we have 10,000 samples and  is 1% larger than max we
can say with 95% certainty that the variance is too high.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The district heating substation is simulated in Matlab Simulink and the fault-detection
algorithm is implemented as a Matlab script. In the performance overview below, you 
will find performance indexes used for evaluating change detection algorithms. They 
are mean time between false alarms, probability of false detection, mean delay of 
detection and probability of non-detection [9]. 

Probability of false detection pf=pm

If we set p=0.05 and m=4, it gives the probability false detection equal to pm=0.054.

Mean time between false alarms when n=5000, sampling frequency 100 Hz, p=0.05
and m=4 becomes, in seconds, 
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)(
50*

mp
m          (6)

This means that mean time between false alarms is more than 8000 h or around a year, 
which is good if the fault detection device is to be alerting the costumer at home. For 
other applications, you might want it to react faster on to error and tolerate false alarms
that are more frequent.

Mean delay of detection depends mostly on sampling frequency and the selection of p, 
m and n. In our case, it takes about 50/0.95 seconds for a fault to be detected if m=1. If 
m = 4, it takes about 200/0.954=245.55 seconds.

The probability of non-detection P(say H0 true when H1 true) depends on the difference 
between  and max. If  is 5% larger than max, the 1.96* max confidence interval will 
not contain 95% of the measurements. 1.96/1.05=1.8867. This tells us that the new 
two- sided confidence interval has k=1.8867. Tables show that it contains less than 
94% of the values. This also reflects on z. 5000*0.06=300 samples in average should 
be outside the boundary.

The probability of non-detection at 300 is: 

With n=5000, k2=275.43, z = 50.237 , and z  = 300 the probability becomes

059.09441.01)59.1(1

)59.1()
50.237
30043.275()( 2 zk

With z =250 it becomes:

9505.0)65.1()
50.237
25043.275(     (7)

The probability of non-detection increases if we require that the fault-detecting 
algorithm registers a fault m times before triggering the alarm.  The probability 
becomes 1-P(correct detection)m , meaning that a higher m gives a lower chance of 
detecting a fault. However, this is a trade off, depending on what is more important, 
fast detection or low false-detection rate.

In the case when P(detection) = 0.95 and m=4, we have 1-0954=1-0.81 or 19% chance 
of non-detection.
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Fig. 5 The first graph represents the noise with an amplitude increase of 5% at t=104, which is 
not detectable by the naked eye. The second represents the number of samples above the
threshold k1 and the last graph represents the output from the fault-detection algorithm.
Having m=1, it detects the noise increase at t=150.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The presented fault-detection algorithm was designed to detect increased noise levels 
in temperature sensors used in district heating substations using limited resources. 
However, this type of fault detection can also be used for other types of signals that 
can be approximated as gauss-distributed. 

The main benefit is that the algorithm does not require a lot of computing power or 
high precision in calculations and it is easy to implement.  The method can be 
implemented using a small microcontroller and be integrated into almost any type of 
equipment that needs to monitor variance. This algorithm can also be changed so it 
monitors if the variance is lower than a certain limit. If we want it to react rapidly, we 
can let it make a detection on perhaps 300 samples, which requires a difference in std. 
deviation that is greater than 10% to be able to say that with 95% certainty that it is 
above the threshold. This can in turn be combined with  5000-sample detection. We
have one threshold but two counters. The first counter reacts quickly to large increases 
and the second reacts a bit slower but also detects small increases in variance.
Simulations show that at 5000 samples the algorithm can very accurately detect that 
the std. deviation is 5% above the threshold. According to simulations, at 10,000 
samples it can detect an increase in the std. deviation as small as 1%.
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Differentiated energy measurement in a District heating 
substation

Kimmo Yliniemi 
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Division of EISLAB, Luleå, Sweden 

Abstract This paper describes a way of estimating the energy consumption in a 
district heating substation (DHS) for domestic hot water and house heating. The 
Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning recommends that in the 
future, the energy used for heating and tap water production should be measured 
separately. It is expensive to have two heat meters, one for measuring the energy used 
for heating, and one for domestic hot water production. This paper suggests a method
capable of doing this with only one heat energy meter. Our proposed energy meter
separates the domestic hot water energy consumption and building heating energy 
usage. According to simulations, the error in the estimate is just a fraction of a percent 
of the power. Therefore, we suggest that instead of installing two heat meters, only 
one, combined with the suggested estimation method, should be installed. This will be
economically sound and require less maintenance than two heat meters.

Keywords: district heating, energy estimation, flow 

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, no matter how environmentally friendly you or your company are it is hard to 
know specifically how you use your energy, since usage is usually not measured. Total 
energy consumption is measured, not how the energy has been used or what it has been 
used for. If you want to know how to save energy, the first thing you should do is to 
find out how you use the energy. Without knowing where your energy goes, you will 
not know how to save. Should you put extra insulation on the house, or just tell your 
son not to take those one-hour showers every morning? Alternatively, should you do 
both?

By measuring the energy usage for domestic hot water production and heating, 
you can also see if you have managed to save any energy. Studies show that separate 
measurement of domestic hot water usage may result in changes in consumer
behaviour. The experience in Denmark is that for blocks of flats that had only one 
meter per building, the installation of individual meters for every apartment resulted in 
reduced energy consumption [1, 2]. In addition, these additional measurements can 
provide valuable information for research and dimensioning of substations and 
distribution networks.

District heating 

District heating is an environmentally friendly means of heat production. District 
heating is easy to use and reliable. It is used for heating houses, apartment buildings, 
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factories and commercial premises. About half of all Swedish apartment buildings are 
heated by district heating. District heating accounts for 40% of the total heat energy 
market in Sweden. The heat is produced in various ways. Much of the heat comes from
industries and industrial processes (including incineration of waste) that produce 
excess heat. Without district heating, these types of heat energy sources would be 
wasted [3].

Radiator

Cold water

 Radiator
      HX

Hot water
       HX

Valves

Return pipe

Supply pipe
Parallell coupled district heating substation

Hot water tap

Fig. 1 Typical Swedish parallel-coupled DHS. The supply temperature, return temperature and 
flow are measured by the heat energy meter. 

The heat exchanger for tap water heating is usually a more powerful one than the one 
used for radiator heating. It needs to be able to heat water from around 10°C to 55°C 
instantly. There is no accumulator tank connected to the hot water circuit in most
detached houses that use district heating, see Fig. 1. For a normal detached house, the 
hot water circuit dimensioned for 0.2-0.3 l hot water per second needs a 33 kW heat 
exchanger, according to tables. A 110 m3 house usually has a 10 kW heat exchanger 
for heating (varies somewhat within Sweden) [3]. This means that the energy usage for 
hot tap water can be a substantial part of the total energy usage. In a Danish study [1] 
done in Copenhagen, the annual heat consumption was divided approx 50/50 between 
heating and hot water.

Heat measurement theory 

The heat energy consumed between t=0 and t is given by the integral (1). In the heat 
meter, the continuous integral is approximated using a discrete integral. The 
discretisation can be done a little differently depending on the heat meter type. If the 
heat meter is a constant sampling frequency meter, then it measures the flow and 
temperature at certain set intervals. Between the measurements, the temperature and 
flow can be assumed to be constant, or the integral can be improved using some
formula for approximation of the behaviour of the measured variable, between 
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measurements. If the measured variable is assumed to be constant between 
measurements, the calculation is very straightforward.

dtkTTVq R

t

S 1
0

)(      [kJ]   (1)

RS TTT          (2)

1)( TkVtPC       [kW]

1)()()( knTnVnPD      [kW]

)()( nPnP CD ,

n

D nPtq
0

)()( , (3)

Vm       [kg/s] 

Equation (3) being a discrete approximation of equation (1) with sample n, taken at 
time t=n .

: Volume flow [m3/s]V
ST : Supply temperature    [°C] 

: Return temperature    [°C]RT
: Heat coefficient,1k cp    [kJ/m3°C]
: Sampling time    [s]

n : Sample nr n 
: massflow     [kg/s] m

 PD(n) : Discrete power equation [kW]
PC(t) : Continuous power equation [kW]

Heat energy meters 

The heat meter consists of an arithmetic device (integration unit), two temperature
sensors and a flow meter. Both the temperature sensors and the flow meter are located 
on the primary side, one temperature sensor on the supply pipe, the other on the return 
pipe, together with the flow meter.  There are two categories of heat energy meters:
flow-rate-dependent energy meters (traditional), and constant sampling frequency 
energy meters. The flow-dependent energy meter measures the temperatures and 
calculates the energy usage after a certain amount of water has passed, constant 
sampling frequency energy meters calculate energy usage, and measure flow and 
temperature at constant intervals. How good the energy measurement is depends on the 
quality of the sensor measurements and the time between measurements.
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Volume

Supply pipe

Return pipe

Heat meter

District heating substation

Temperature sensor

Flow meter

Fig. 2 Heat meter and how it is connected

The objective of this investigation is to find a method for estimating hot tap water 
energy usage and house heating energy usage in a district heating substation using only 
the sensors attached to the heat meter.

2. METHOD

The simulations in this paper have been made using a DHS model made in Matlab 
Simulink [4]. The same model has also been used in [5]. It consists of a district heating 
supply pipe, a house with radiators and a complete DHS with two heat exchangers 
with separate controllers. The set point for hot tap water is 50°C, and the cold-water 
temperature is 10°C. The outside temperature used in this simulation is -15°C and the 
room temperature in the house is set to be 20°C. The tappings are random in amplitude
and occur every 500 seconds. 

The simulation is done in two steps; first, the DHS substation is run and data is 
logged to disk. After this, a Matlab script is used to analyze the measurements.

The (typical) type of energy measurement only gives the total energy 
consumption. No information about how much is used for heating the house or for 
domestic hot water production [3]. 

The tap water circuit is a faster process than the house heating. Tap water usage 
in the building varies more rapidly than variations in the heat demand of a house. 
Thus, the radiator circuit is a slow process in comparison with the tap water circuit.
The domestic hot water HX needs to be able to produce hot water on demand if no 
accumulator is used. The fact that the power consumption for building heating varies 
relatively slowly and the power consumption for tap water heating varies quickly and 
has greater magnitude makes it easy to separate the two from each other.

In order to separate them, we need to be able to detect when a tapping starts 
and stops. If this information is available, we can get a very accurate estimate of the 
tap energy usage and heating energy usage. One way to get this information is to 
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monitor the valve that controls the tap water heat exchanger or the radiator heat 
exchanger. Since many district heating systems in Sweden have self-controlling valves 
for the tap water circuit, it is hard to monitor the valve position without additional
sensors. If the valve is electronically controlled it is easy. Here we will present a 
method that can be used even when the valves are self-regulating.

It works as follows: detect tapping (start and stop) by looking at C (1) (the
difference between two samples of the measured power). If this value is greater than a 
certain threshold or if the power usage is greater than the power that can be produced 
by the radiator heat exchanger alone, then we say it is a tapping. 

CtPtP )()1(        (4)

Total power consumption P(t)=Ptap(t) + Pheat(t) is measured by a normal heat meter
and then integrated to get Q(t). For a normal household, one can assume that the hot 
water usage is not constant [3]. In reality, the tapings are probably done randomly
(with respect to start, duration and flow). Let us also assume that building heating 
usage is constant for the duration of a tapping unless the tapping is extremely long. 
 We say P(t) is equal to Pheat(t) when no tapping occurs and that Ptap(t) is equal 
to P(t+1)-P(t). If no tapping is detected, then Ptap(t)=0 and Pheat(t)=P(t). The threshold
for C is determined by the dynamic properties of the DHS and varies depending the 
how great the derivate (of measured power) is when a tapping starts and stops. One can 
say that the derivate is close to 0 for heating and large for tap water heating. Choosing 
a small value for the threshold gives a good separation, but too small a value will class 
everything as a tapping. 

A 10-second long tapping would yield 

)0()0( heatPP
At t=0 there is no tapping, tapping starts at t=0+

)1()0()1( tapheat PPP ,
),2()0()2( tapheat PPP

.......
)10()0()10( tapheat PPP

Assume that Pheat(t) remains constant for 0<t<10 (the duration of the tapping). This 
gives Ptap(1)=P(1)-Pheat(0) and so on. P(t) is measured by the system’s heat energy 
meter. A way of improving this estimate is to take P(11) and P(0) and use them to 
approximate the value of Pheat between P(0) and P(11), since P(11) can be greater or 
smaller than P(0).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective was to find a way of separating hot water heat energy usage and 
house heating energy usage. Our suggested method of doing this gives no error in total 
energy usage and according to simulations, only a few fractions of a percent in the 
estimates. In the simulations presented below, the energy usage for hot water 
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production was 2.04 kWh and the error in estimation was -0.0016 kWh. The energy 
usage for heating was 8.49 kWh and the error was 0.0016 kWh. Nine tapings are done
in this experiment. On average, every tapping used a little more than 0.2 kWh. The
duration of the experiment was 4500 seconds or about 1.25h. Heating used on average
about 6.78 kW per hour for the duration of the experiment.
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Fig. 3 Power usage for heating
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 Fig. 4 True power usage for hot tap water production and the estimate

The smooth solid line in the graph represents the real power usage. The dashed (with 
spikes) is the estimation. As seen in Fig. 3, the estimated power consumption for 
heating is a little more than the true power consumption. Lowering the threshold will 
reduce the spikes shown in Fig 3. A threshold setting that is too low will classify
everything as a tapping. If we use another method to detect tapping (start and stop), we 
can improve this estimate. One way to do this is to monitor the valve position, if the 
valve is electronically controlled (or made available in some other way). 
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Fig. 5 Total power usage, hot tap water + house heating

Since the estimate is based on the total power measurement (Fig. 5), the total power 
measurement will be correct even if this method underestimates the hot tap water 
power consumption (Fig. 4). The sum of the estimates is equal to the measured total
power consumption. An overestimation of heating is an underestimation of tapping 
with the same value. Figure 5 shows the total measured power usage.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presented method gives accurate estimates of both domestic hot water energy 
consumption and building heating energy consumption. This type of measurement is 
seldom done in Sweden today, since it requires one extra heat meter. By implementing
this algorithm in the heat meters, one heat meter can do the job of two. This will save
money for both the consumer and the supplier. More important, both the consumer and 
the supplier will be able to get additional information about the energy use. Perhaps 
this can lead to energy savings and other improvements in district heating.

Future work consists of implementing the method on a heat meter and installing it on a 
district heating substation for verification of the simulated results using real heat 
meters.
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Domestic hot water flow estimation using an energy meter
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Abstract  This paper describes a method of estimating the domestic hot water flow in 
a district heating substation (DHS). The method was simulated in Matlab Simulink. To 
make the estimate, we need to know the amount of energy used to heat the water. We
can either measure, or estimate the energy usage. The tap water temperature and cold-
water temperature we also need. These two temperatures can be either estimated or 
measured. We assume the tap water temperature to be constant, and measure the cold-
water temperature. According to simulations, the resulting algorithm gives an accurate
estimate of the hot water flow. This means that there is no need for an extra flow 
meter. Instead, we can estimate it using a heat meter, and every district heating 
substation has a heat meter that includes a flow meter. According to error analysis, the
accuracy of the estimate of hot water flow can be as good as a class 3 flow meter
measurement. The high accuracy is possible, if the estimate is based on measurements
done using a class 1 heat meter.

The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning suggests 
measuring domestic hot water usage. However, it is usually not done, since it is costly 
to install extra flow meters.

Keywords: Flow estimation, heat exchanger 

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, in Sweden, more than half of the heat supplied to private homes, commercial 
premises, factories, schools, hospitals and other public buildings is delivered by district 
heating plants (DH) [1].

This paper describes a way of estimating the tap water flow using the energy 
consumption for the district heating substation. The Swedish National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning recommends measuring the hot tap water flow [5] and 
measurement of this seems to influence consumer behaviour, thereby reducing the 
usage of hot water [6]. Flow measurement by means of a flow meter attached to the tap 
water circuit is a common solution. The drawback is that it requires an additional flow 
meter. Because of this, the hot tap water flow is usually not measured. Here, we 
present a method that does not require the installation of an additional flow meter. To 
get a good estimate of the hot tap water flow, we need to add one sensor that measures
the cold water. Without any additional sensors, it is also possible to estimate the flow. 
Then, we assume that the hot- and cold-water temperatures are constant. Of course, 
this gives a less accurate estimate.

86
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District heating 

District heating is an environmentally friendly means of heat production. District 
heating is easy to use and reliable. It is used for heating houses, apartment buildings, 
factories and commercial premises. About half of all Swedish apartment buildings are 
heated by district heating. District heating accounts for 50% of the total heat energy 
market in Sweden. The heat is produced in various ways. Much of the heat comes from
industries and industrial processes (including incineration of waste) that produce 
excess heat. Without district heating, these types of heat energy sources would be 
wasted [3].

Heat measurement theory 

The heat energy consumed between t=0 and t is given by the integral (1). In the heat 
meter, the continuous integral is approximated using a discrete integral. The 
discretisation can be done a little differently depending on the heat meter type. If the 
heat meter is a constant sampling frequency meter, then it measures the flow and 
temperature at certain set intervals. Between the measurements, the temperature and 
flow can be assumed to be constant or the integral can be improved using some
formula for approximation of the behaviour of the measured variable, between 
measurements. If the measured variable is assumed to be constant between 
measurements, the calculation is very straightforward.

dtkTTVQ R

t

S 1
0

)(    [kJ]     (1)

RS TTT          (2)

1)( TkVtPC     [kW]

1)()()( knTnVnPD    [kW]

)()( nPnP CD ,

n

D nPtq
0
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Equation (3) is a discrete approximation of equation (1) with sample n, taken at time
t=n .

: Volume flow [m3/s]V
: Supply temperature    [°C] ST
: Return temperature    [°C]RT
: Heat coefficient,1k cp    [kJ/m3°C]
: Sampling time    [s]

   n : Sample nr n 
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PD(n) : Discrete power equation [kW]
PC(t) : Continuous power equation [kW]

Heat energy meters 

The heat meter consists of an arithmetic device (integration unit), two temperature
sensors and a flow meter. Both the temperature sensors and the flow meter are located 
on the primary side, one temperature sensor on the supply pipe, the other on the return 
pipe, together with the flow meter.  There are two categories of heat energy meters:
flow-rate-dependent energy meters (traditional), and constant sampling frequency 
energy meters. The flow-dependent energy meter measures the temperatures and 
calculates the energy usage after a certain amount of water has passed, constant
sampling frequency energy meters calculate energy usage, and measure flow and 
temperature at constant intervals. How good the energy measurement is depends on the 
quality of the sensor measurements and the time between measurements.

Volume

Supply pipe

Return pipe

Heat meter

District heating substation

Temperature sensor

Flow meter

Fig. 1 Heat meter and how it is connected

The objective of this investigation is to find a method for estimating domestic hot tap 
water usage in a district heating substation, using only the sensors attached to the heat 
meter (see figure 1). 

2. METHOD

The DHS is simulated in Simulink [2]. Simulation setup is as follows. The DHS is a 
parallel-coupled substation without accumulator tank, see Fig. 2. All the valves are 
electronically controlled. The setpoint for tap water is 55°C. Outdoor temperature
(arbitrarily chosen to simulate heat requirement) is set to –15°C. Cold-water 
temperature is arbitrarily set to 14°C. In reality, it varies with the inside and outside 
temperature. The hot water tapping frequency is high, one tapping every 300 seconds, 
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(arbitrarily chosen). The amount of hot water used is randomised, since it is very hard 
to accurately model the tap water usage [1, 3]. We measure the total energy usage. By 
separating the energy usage for tap water heating from house heating, we make tap 
water flow estimation possible. The hot water energy estimation is described in [4]. 

Fig. 2 Parallel-coupled district heating substation

The basic principle for the estimation is the assumption that the heat exchanger is a 
lossless device, so that each Watt supplied to it is used for heating domestic hot water. 

To heat a litre of water to a certain temperature, the heater uses a certain 
amount of energy. By measuring the energy, the cold-water temperature and hot-water 
temperature, we can get a good estimate of how much water we have heated. If we do 
not measure the hot water temperature and the cold-water temperature, we can instead
assume that the hot water temperature and cold-water temperature are fixed at certain
values, however, this will decrease the accuracy of the estimate.

Assuming that the energy delivered to the heat exchanger is used to heat the water 
we get the following equations. 

21 PPQh          (4)
)( 111 RSh TTkmP
)( 222 RSc TTkmP

11 Rsc TTT

m
Tk

Q
m

c

h
c    [kg/s]     (5)

P1 being the heat power delivered by the district heating water to the heat exchanger. 
P2 being the power used to heat the tap water.  being the mass flow of cold water m

89
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through the heat exchanger. k heat transfer coefficient depending on the properties of 
the heat exchanger and the specific heat of water.

We disregard any time delays in heat transfer. According to the simulations, the 
inaccuracy caused by this is hardly noticeable. We are not trying to model the exact 
dynamic behaviour of the hot water flow, which would require some modelling of the
time delays and losses. However, the presented model gives an accurate estimate of the 
total amount of hot water produced.

hQ  either can be estimated as described in [4] or measured using a heat meter. As it 
turns out, the estimate is slightly less than the true energy usage if the method
described in [4] is used. After obtaining , we use (5) to estimate the flow.  If we 
assume a lossless energy transfer, the flow is overestimated. Due to losses, the amount
of water heated is less than estimated. This can be adjusted using the coefficient k. The 
parameter k can change over time, resulting in increased inaccuracy in the estimate.
The change can be caused, for instance, by fouling in the heat exchanger. 

hQ

3. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

Equation 4 holds for stationary conditions where the load does not change. Assume
that for the duration of a tapping the cold-water temperature and the flow remain
constant. Equations (5) can then be used to estimate the amount of tapped water. The 
accuracy of the estimate will depend on how well the temperatures and the flow are 
measured and how stationary the conditions are. We assume they are stationary for the
duration of the tapping except for a short period at the beginning and the end of the 
tapping.

The mass flow of cold water is then given by: 

m
Tk

Q
m

c

h
c   [kg/s]     (6)

To estimate the accuracy of the estimate, we need to do an uncertainty analysis. The
uncertainty in k is assumed zero; therefore, the term for the relative error in k is 
omitted from the uncertainty analysis. In the analysis, we assume the only error is the
maximum relative error given by the standard for heat meters [7]. The analysis is made
using the method described in [8].
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is the square of the dimensionless relative error in the estimation of m.
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is the relative measurement uncertainty for Tc (13)

Equation (11) gives unity as the uncertainty magnification factor (UMF) for (12 )and 
(13), meaning that the influence of the uncertainty in our variables will not increase or
decrease as they propagate through the equation.

Assuming that k is known, and that computing errors caused by limited
precision, etc in the calculating device are negligible, the overall uncertainty of the 
estimate of m depends only on the quality of the measurement heat transfer, , and
the temperature difference, TC.

hQ

The EU standard for heat meters and flow meters classifies them into 3 classes 
depending on the maximum relative error. The meters with lowest relative error are 
class-1 flow meters and heat meters.

The relative errors given below are according to the standards for heat 
measurement SS-EN 1434-1 [7].

Flow meters relative error:

Class 1:  Ef =± (1+0.01qp/q), but not greater than ±5% (14)
Class 2:  Ef =± (2+0.02qp/q), but not greater than ±5% (15)

Class 3:  Ef =± (3+0.05qp/q), but not greater than ±5% (16)

Relative error for temperature sensors pair: 

 Et =±(0.5+3* Tmin/ T)  (17) 

Relative error for complete heat meters including calculator (as defined in [7]).

Class 1: E =± (2+4* Tmin/ T +0.01qp/q)  (18) 
Class 2: E =± (3+4* Tmin/ T +0.02qp/q)     (19)
Class 3: E =± (4+4* Tmin/ T +0.05qp/q)     (20)
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According to the standard [22], the preferred value for Tmin is 3 K. However, it can be 
1, 2, 3, 5 or 10 K. For this example, we use 3 K. The ratio qp/qi, be 10, 25, 50, 100 or 
250. In this example, assume the quota is 250. qp is set to be 10 m3/h and qi is set to 
0.04 m3/h. The above values for qp, qi and Tmin were arbitrarily selected,;any 
resemblance with real or imagined heat meter properties is coincidental.
Assume we have a class-1 heat meter with a pair of temperature sensors, according to 
the standard for heat metering. The relative error in the standard [7] is given in percent. 

Setting (9) equal to equation (18), and (10) equal to (19) and putting them into (8)
gives us the values we need to make a plot. The plotting of the functions is done using 
the previously arbitrarily selected properties.
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Fig. 3 Relative error for flow estimate using different types of heat meters

The greatest source of error in the estimate of m is the measurement of , and the 
main source of error in the measurement of is the flow measurement [1, 3, 7]. 
Thus, it is important to have a good flow meter in order to do this kind of estimate

hQ

hQ
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4. RESULTS
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Fig.  4 Error in hot water flow estimate, hot water flow and hot water flow estimate

The main sources of inaccuracy are the control system and the flow meter. Because the 
control system reacts slowly, there is a lag at the beginning and the end of a tapping. In
short, tapping is underestimated at the beginning and at the end of a tapping.
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Fig. 5 Relative error and total hot water usage

The above picture shows how the relative error becomes smaller with time. This is 
because in the beginning there is no flow. The total volume of hot water is zero, so an 
error then has a great impact on the relative error. When the total volume increases, the
relative error decreases. The relative error is close to zero; in other words, we can 
neglect it.  The lower graph shows the estimate and the true water usage in total. The 
error in the estimate is less than the maximum allowed error in heat measurement.
However, if this estimate is not used for billing, it does not need to be verified and 
certified by the proper institutions. The estimate in no way decreases the accuracy of
the total energy measurement. It only gives an additional function to the heat meter. In 
the above simulations, the heat meter has better accuracy than the maximum allowed 
inaccuracy. Thus, the simulations show a best-case scenario and the error analysis
shows a worst-case scenario.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Even though [5] suggest measurement, not many measure the hot water flow. Since 
flow meters are expensive, measurement on a larger scale is virtually impossible. The 
suggested method will make it cheaper to do this, and as simulations show, the 
estimate is accurate. We therefore recommend that instead of measuring the flow, we 
can estimate it without any significant loss of accuracy, and in this way make it 
possible to “measure” the hot water usage, even in households where it would be to 
costly to install an extra flow meter. Flow measurement together with differential 
energy measurement [4] will, in addition measure the house heating energy usage and 
the energy used to heat hot water as suggested in [5]. This will allow consumers and 
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suppliers to see how the district heating is used. Traditional heat meters only measure
total energy use. It does not keep track of how much hot water has been used or how 
much energy has been used to heat it.
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